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Mi Ca■■ Es Su Casa H■v■ Gun, Will Tr■v■ l L ■ ad■ r■ Far A N■w World 
- · __a_.,,:_ ----..Ii 
T he fun co be had during Orientation Week is practically endless. This year's 
Alcala Bazaar, the annual street fair held 
on Marian Way, offered adventurous students 
the chance to find out just how hard it is to 
drive for a touchdown. Would-be running 
backs shed their hoes, strapped a bungee cord 
around their wai. t and attempted to reach the 
end of the air-filled lane before being yanked 
back by the unyielding cord. 
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HAVE GUN, WILL TRAVEL 
Bill Gore '69 is no longer kicking down 
doors and slapping the cuffs on the bad 
guys, but that doesn't mean he's still not 
busy rounding up criminals. Gore has 
returned to his native San Diego as one 
of the top FBI agents in the country. 
PA 6 E 4 
SOUTHERN EXPOSURE 
As the world becomes a smaller place, 
we can't afford to ignore our neighbor 
to the South. Mexico has developed into 
a cultural and economic force to be 
reckoned with, and the university is 
taking a leadership role in educating 
young people about this dynamic coun-
try. From student service projects to 
the TransBorder Institute to Internet 
sites, the USO community is breaking 
through longstanding barriers between 
the two nations. 
Ml CASA ES SU CASA 
Brother Tom Thing not only mini ters to 
USO students during the day, he opens 
his National City home to neighbors and 
1 -----1 newcomers as a refuge and spiritual 
retreat - a warm, comfortable place 
where the friar's minfatry can reach out 
to those in need. 
PA 6 E 5 
U S D M A G A 2 N E 
LEADERS FDR A NEW WORLD 
Learning to be a leader for the next cen-
tury is a daunting respon ibility, even 
more so for tudents in communities far 
afield from Alcala Park. Thanks to new 
technologies, a unique School of 
Education distance-learning program is 
delivering a first-class education in lead-
ership to students where they live and 
work. Professors, guest speakers and 
lively discus ions on tbe art of leader-
hip are just a mouse click away. 
:a. 
BENCHMARKS 
RUNNING ON FAITH 
T alk to a few cross country runners, and a pattern begins to take shape. 
Talk to a few more, and the pattern 
becomes clear. The members of the USD 
men's and women's cross country teams are 
all competitors in the purest sense of the 
word. They run without the benefit of any 
equipment except their own bodies. There 
are no cheering throngs to roar encourage-
ment or approval. Runners don't make the 
television news highlights. They do it for 
the love of the sport. 
"There is no specific type of person 
who is attracted to cross country, but the 
port requires a dedicated and focused ath-
lete," say Rich Cota, who for 14 years 
has coached the men's and women's cros 
country Toreros. "You develop those 
traits in your training, and you learn 
to get along without all the hoopla." 
1f runners find hoopla hard to 
come by, they do at least get more 
variety - and scenery - than 
most athletes. Rather than playing 
on the same gridiron or diamond 
every week, cross country athletes run 
on grass and gravel, over hills and under 
trees, in parks and down streets, some-
times even through golf courses. 
Although every course in the eight-
to 10-meet season is different, the one 
constant is distance. The women run five ' 
kilometers (a little more than three miles) 
while the men compete over a eight kilo-
meter (five mile) course. Winning teams 
are dete.rmined by adding the finishing 
places of the top five runners, with the 
lowest score victorious. 
"We're proud that over the past 10 
years the combined men's and women's 
finish placing puts USD third in the 
conference," says Cota, who earned wee 
Coach of the Year honors last sea on after 
the men finished a best-ever second at 
the conference championships and the 
women took fourth place. "Cross 
country i a sport based on con is-
tency and balance, and we've 
achieved that." 
That, and more. Five 
Torero runners - Bobby 
Gomez, Ola Knuttson, Katie Grim, 
Erin McGovern and Jane Ziegler -
qualified for the NCAA District 
VIII championships last year. Gomez, 
Grim and Kouttson were named to the 
All-wee first team. A they look to 
repeat the successes of last season, how-
ever, it's clear the runners measure 
themselves by standards outside the 
record books. 
'You get hooked on running, maybe 
becau e how good you are is really up to 
you," says junior Scott Bergen, the oldest 
member of this year's men's squad. "The 
simplicity of it keeps me coming back." 
PEACE LEADERS DISCUSS "STATE OF THE ART" 
F ive prominent peace and justice cholars, includfog one Nobel Peace 
Prize winner, vi ited USD on Sept. 
25 to discus plan for the Joan B. Kroc 
institute for Peace and Ju tice, an initiative 
funded earlier this year with a $25 million 
gift from philanthropist Joan Kroc. 
Each of the visiting experts made a 
presentation to the faculty committee that 
is plotting the course for the institute, and 
discussed with committee members the aca-
demic, cultural and ocial opportunitie. for 
the institute at USD. 
"The conference was designed to edu-
cate planning committee members about the 
structure of other centers," says Vice 
President and Provost Frank Lazarus, chair 
of the committee. "We want to find niches 
in which USD can make a unique contribu-
tion to the study of peace and justice." 
Oscar Arias, president of Costa Rica 
from 1986 to 1990 and winner of the 1987 
Nobel Peace Prize for his authorship of the 
Central American Peace Agreement of 
1986-87, delivered a public keynote address 
titled "Globalization and Challenges to 
Human Security." 
The four other 
peace scholars each 
delivered one-hour 
lectures to the com-
mittee on the tate 
of the art functioning 
of other peace and 
justice center . The 
speakers were: 
Michael Klare, professor of pe-.ice and world 
security studies at Hampshire College in 
Amherst, Mass., and director of the Five 
College Program in Peace and World 
Security Studies; former Ambassador Harry 
Bame , who directs the Conflict Resolution 
Program and the Human Rights Program at 
The Carter Center in AtJanta, Ga.; 
George Lopez, director of undergraduate 
tudies, profe sor of government and interna-
tional tudies at Notre Dame University's 
Joan B. Kroc ln titute for International 
U S D M A 6 A Z N E 
Peace Studies; and former Amba ador 
Herbert York, founder and director emeritu 
of the lnstitute on G lobal Conflict and 
Cooperation at the University of California, 
San Diego. 
Noting that a draft mission statement 
is currently available at the peace center's 
Web site (http://peacecenter.acu d.edu), 
Lazarus adds that planning is well under 
way for both the academic a pects of the 
in titute and the physical construction of 
the new building that will house the program. 
''We espt.>cially want to address ways in 
which USD can interact with other peace 
and justice institutes," says lazaru . "We'll 
invite USD faculty and other cholars to 
offer papers on the curriculum at a second 
conference next year.'' 
The committee expects to issue a 
vision statement around Jan. 1, announce 
an outline for academk programs next 
spring or summer, and break ground for 
the building next fall. 
TOP 10 SCIENTISTS 
Life in tbe late 20th century started to take 
shape more than 250 years ago, when scien-
tists such as Sir lsaac Newton and Charles 
Darwin rocked the world with their theories. 
Soon, these thinkers discovered truths that 
led us to everythjng from automobiles to 
X-rays. 
When asked to name the Top 10 Scien-
tists of All Time, Ray White, chair of the 
USD physics department, had this to say: 
"Of course such a list will reveal a few 
of my prejudices, no doubt. I am a physicist, 
and that will surely bias my views. Then, 
do I favor experimentalists or theoreticians, 
recent scientis ts or the earlier ones? Those 
are questions for the reader to judge. 
"One omission I make deliberately: I 
will not include Aristotle. No modern sci-
en tist could do otherwise, I'm afraid. And 
yet , foe good or for ill, 1 must still admit 
Aristotle's lasting influence. Perhaps a good 
measure of a man's genius is the lasting 
influence of his mistakes; by this measure, 
at least , he is supreme." 
Listed below are White's selections: 
1 Sir Isaac Nawton (164 2-1727). Newton's th ree Laws of Motion, h is 
Universal Law of Gravitation - without 
these, where would we be in mechanics, 
both from a physics and from an engineer-
ing perspective? And yes, he was the co-
inventor of calculus as well. 
2Anloina Laurent Lavoisiar (l 743-1794). Lavoisier was key in the 
destruc tion of the idea of phlogiston, and 
developed the modern idea of a chemical 
element. H e was the most important single 
person in the founding of chemistry as we 
know it today. 
I 
3Charles Robert Darwin ( 180 9-1882). Darwin is one of those 1 couldn 't dream 
of leaving out. His Origin of the Species is 
one of the most influent ial - and in some 
quarters, most controversial - books of all 
time. Biology would be unrecognizable 
without his work. 
4Ahbol Johann Gregor Mendal ( 1822-1884 ). Mendel's study of inheri tance 
(in peas) is the prototype of experimental 
work in genetics, and his laws of inheri-
tance form the basis of the field. 
5Louis Pasteur (1822-1895). Pasteur is noted for his studies of micro-organ-
isms and their effects, particularly with 
respect to fermentation and to diseases in 
plants, animals and man. 
&James Clark Maxwall (1831-1879 ). Maxwell's equations of electricity and 
magnetism are the basis of physics and 
engineering in the fields. Just as Newton's 
Laws are the zenith of physical theory 
before the 19 th century, M=vell's egua-
tions are the highlight of that century. 
7Dtnilri lvanovich Mendeleev ( 1834-1907). Mendeleev developed the 
Periodic Law and the periodic table of the 
elements. This organizing princple is essen-
tial in chemis try, and foreshadowed 20th 
century understanding of the physical basis 
of the properties of the chemical elements. 
BMaria Sklodowska (1867, 1934). Madame Curie is the only woman on 
my list, and also is unique as winner of two 
Nobel Prizes in science, one in physics and 
one in chemistry. Madame Curie and her 
husband Pierre, with whom she sha red the 
1903 physics prize, we re great pioneers in 
the study of radioactivity. 
9Alhert Einslain (1879-1955). Einstein is the oustanding physicist of this cen-
tury, period. There are the Special T heory 
of Relativity, the other work s of the "mira-
cle year" of 1905, and the General Theory 
of Relativity. 
1 DWatson and Crick . Yes, this is cheating. James Watson and Franc is 
C rick a re two different people. But they 
are remembered for the "D ouble H elix" 
and all the developments from that discov-
ery. So 1 shan't t ry to separate them, but 
just take advantage of their cooperative 
effort to sneak an extra name onto my list. 
U I D M A O A 1 
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VA DES 
Larry Hinman, professor of philosophy and 
developer of a nationally recognized ethics 
Web site., has said more than once that 
he'd like USO to be the place where people 
come for a thoughtful discussion of difficult 
moral issues. T he recently established Values 
Institute will no doubt foster that goal. 
Funded by a grant from the Campion 
Weber foundation, the Values Inst itute 
officially opened this fall with Hinman as 
its director. 
''It's a nice addition to the life of the 
campus," says Hinman, who irutiated d is-
cussion about such an organization 10 years 
ago. ''l think as we ma ture as a university 
we need a more vibrant intellectual life.'' 
Steps toward that k ind of intellectual 
activity began about two years ago when 
the Ethics Across the Curriculum initiative 
spurred professors to introduce discussion 
of moral issues into their classrooms, no 
matter what the course topic. Now Hinman 
would like to see the la rger community 
invited into the djscussions. 
The institute will help professors who 
are organizing lectures, developing seminars 
or attempting to reach the public in other 
ways by promoting their programs to broader 
-audiences. In addit ion, Hinman will admin-
ister the Ethics Across the C urriculum 
progca m and the Admiral James Bond 
Stockdale Symposium Series on Leadership 
in Ethics through the Values i nstitute. 
Hinman envisions bringing professionals, 
in business or health care for example, to 
campus to develop a network of people willing 
to examine contemporary moral issues. H e 
is also considering the idea that the Values 
institute could host town hall meetings 
directed toward in-depth discussion of 
issues challenging the San Diego community. 
" l 'd like to have the community think 
of USD as a place where these things can 
happen," he says. 
Hinman's ethics Web site can be found 
at http://eth ics.acusd.edu. 
• • • • • • • • 
hen Bill Gore '69 left San Diego almost three decades ago 
and joined the Federal Bureau of Investigation, he knew 
almost immediately be bad found the career that would last 
him a lifetime. He didn't know, however, that his career would 
eventually lead him back to his native city as one of the top FBl 
agents in the country. 
As the special agent in charge (SAC) of the San Diego and 
Imperial counties FBI field office, the 11th largest office in tl1e 
nation, Gore supervises more than 250 agents who at any given 
time are investigating around 1,000 open cases. 
"I'm no longer the agent out in the field, hunting down fugi-
tives and kicking down doors, so maybe the adrenaline doesn't 
pump quite a much a it used to," ays tbe 51-year-old Gore. 
"Now my job is to set priorities and allocate resource so the agent 
can do their jobs. But 1 still have the satisfaction of knowing what I 
do affects people lives." 
Perhaps more so now. When be arrived at the San Diego office 
a year-and-a-half ago, Gore fir t undertook a crime urvey of the 
region to identify new and changing investigative priorities. After 
reviewing the resuJts, Gore formed a cybercrimes squad to addres 
high-tech lawbreakers who use computers and the Internet to com-
mit fraud, embezzlement and espionage. 
"We used to execute a search warrant and walk out with boxes 
o{ evidence," says Gore, who aJso used survey results co reallocate 
more resources to high priority areas ucb as drug trafficking and 
white-collar crime. "Now we're more likely to grab a computer 
hard drive. Computer specialists are ju t one example of agent who 
didn't exi t years ago." 
u 
• 
Gore himself came up through the FBI ranks as a sort of jack-
of-aJl-trades. He joined the FBI in 1970 after a stint as a Naval avi-
ator, and cut his teeth working bank robberies, fugitives, bombings 
and hijackings at offices in Kansas City and Seattle. He joined the 
econd manhunt for famed hijacker D.B. Cooper, who parachuted 
from a plane over Washington state and was never found, and was 
on the SWAT team tbat tormed a hijacked airplane at the Seattle/ 
Tacoma airport. 
"lt was exciting, sometimes more exciting than I wanted it to 
be," he says with a laugh. 
As is common with the FBI, Gore rotated in and out of differ-
ent field office and spent several years in varying assignments at 
FBI headquarters in Washington, D .C. He earned a master's degree 
in public admini tration while working in Seattle, the ame city 
where he met his wife, Natalie, who la ter retired. after eleven yea r 
as an FBI agent. As part of the ational Security Division at FBJ 
headquarters in the late 1970s, Gore implemented the historic 
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. The act shifted authority for 
wiretap in counter-intelligence and counter-terrorism investigation 
from the FBI director and the attorney general to a panel of federal 
judges. 
"I got all the espionage cases," says Gore. "Because the evi-
dence presented to the judges was bigbly classified, the courtroom 
was actually constructed inside a vault.'' 
Gore also served as the FBI representative to the National War 
College, where he pecialized in the study of Ea tern Europe, and 
later returned to Seattle as special agent in charge. In 1994, he was 
appointed as one of nine national a si tant FBI director and put in 
charge of the In pection Division. When the opportunity arose to 
retum to Sao Diego in 1997, however, he jumped at the cbance. 
"l think San Diego and law enforcement both run in my 
family," says Gore, who explains that one of his brothers worked 
for the San Diego SherifPs Office, while hi father and another 
brother both served on the San Diego Police Department. 
Although San Diego present a new and different et of chal, 
lenges - the proximity to the border, for example, often means 
intemationaJ cooperation is necessary - Gore says he ultimately 
takes the same thing awa , from the job. As an example, he points 
to a recent sting in which the FBI exposed an international ring of 
fraudulent health care operators in San Diego and Mexico. 
"It's a ca ·e in which you really feel like you contributed some-
thing, because those actions affected the health care premiums we 
all pay,'' Gore says. "That's why I never really thought of doing 
anything else. I do this because l feel like it really matters, and that 
it stands for omething." 
-MICHAEL R. HASKIN 
A 8 A 1 t 
!JJ() Casa es c5u Casa 
rzJ rother Tom Thing's office doors are glass plated, so even if he wanted to lock 
them and seek privacy he likely would 
see someone standing on the other side 
hoping to get in. It's not his style, 
though, to shut students or colleagues 
out. T he Franciscan friar, an associate 
minister in USD's Office of University 
Ministry, has an open-door policy, at 
work and home. 
"We're strong on the term ministry 
of presence," says Brother Thing about 
his department. "l am always willing to 
be present to the needs of students." 
neighborhood because they worked 
well with church officials. 
"The neighborhood has a real 
nice sense," Brother Thing says. 
"T here are grandmother-type figures 
walking around and I talk with them. 
We have a great little market a block, 
and-a-half away, there's a bakery and 
a haircut place where the neighbors 
hang out in front." 
Conveniently located next to the 
automatic teller machine in the Hahn '1.:0'!:5~ Tam Thing · 
---~-~-
The long-term mission of the 
house includes hospitality to travel-
ers and migrants seeking temporary 
refuge, much like the Franciscans 
provided when they established the 
California mission system in the late 
l 700s. One of the Casa's new resi-
University Center, Brother Thing's 
office is accessi.ble and comfortable for the nearly 20 students a day 
who seek spidtual counseling, ask for information about serving on 
Brother Thing's various ministry projects, or simply stop in to say 
hello. 
Brother Thing's home in National City is equally as comfortable 
and open to visitors. He and a fellow Franciscan, Brother Ed Dunn, 
moved in February to a four-bedroom house in the predominantly 
Hispanic community in south San Diego County. The home, which 
they've dubbed Casa San Diego in honor of the city's patron saint, is 
where the brothers sleep, eat and retreat to at the end of their workday. 
But it also is a refuge, a spiritual retreat for friends and neighbors. 
The brothers, who were joined in September by two new 
housemates, hold Bible studies and prayer meetings in their living 
room. Brother T hing often invites students and neighbors over for 
home-cooked meals. H e and Brother Dunn share cooking duties, 
but Bro ther Thing is the more seasoned chef and usuaHy does the 
preparations when guests are coming. And Brother Dunn opens the 
home for meetings to charitable organizations with whicb he works. 
Casa San Diego is known as an inserted community, a place 
where the friars' ministry is carried out in the midst of a neighbor-
hood, rather than from a parish base. Brother Thing and Brother 
Dunn work closely with two nearby parishes, and in part chose the 
dents, Cris Rutkoski '97, is chal-
lenged during his year of volunteer service with the friars to get that 
component of the home up and running. 
When Brother Thing and Brother Dunn talked about living 
in an inserted community a year ago, they sought advice from 
Catholic Charities, the Diocese and their provincial leaders. 
"What came out of our conversations and prayer was that there 
is a piece of hospitality that needs to come about," Brother Thing says. 
Ideally, they will rent a second house nearby to provide migrants 
with a home for as long as they need it. This summer, for example, 
when Brother Thing and Brother Dunn had two spare rooms, the 
brothers invited two African men applying for political asylum to 
stay at the Casa while awaiting their court date. 
With his commitment to USD - which includes administer-
ing the Tijuana student retreats, coordinating weekly v isits to a 
local soup kitchen and directing the volunteers who deliver meals to 
AIDS patients - and dedication to his Franciscan community, 
Brother Thing's time alone is precious. That is exactly what makes 
living at Casa San Diego so special, it's a warm place that is a piece 
of him. 
" l t's a home," Brother Thing says. "More of us are looking for 
that, rather than these large institutions where in some ways you're 
anonymous and don't connect with the other friars.'' 
- }l LL WAGNER '91 










Opening Hearts and Minds to Mexico 
As the world becomes a smaller place, we can't afford to ignore 
our neighbor to the South. Mexico has developed into a cultural and 
economic force to be reckoned with, and the university is taking 
a leadership role in educating young people about this dynamic country. 
From student service projects to the TransBorder Institute to 
Internet sites, the USD community is breaking through 
longstanding barriers between the two nations. 
BY JILL WAGNER '91 
'II hey cut hair in nursing homes, serve meals to inmates, draw pictures with orphans. They spend the afternoon with men, 
women and children who work, and live, in city dumps. The 
six days USO students spend in Tijuana, Mexico, during Spring 
Break are often the most profound moments the young adults have 
ever experienced. 
"The students begin to recognize we are a global community, 
not just in rhetoric but in reality," says Christina Lambert, associate 
minister in USO's Office of University Ministry. 
The popular Tijuana Breakthrough - sponsored once each 
semester by university ministry - is one of numerous USO programs 
aimed at educating students about the life and culture of our southern 
neighbor. Undergraduate students who live for a week among some 
of Tijuana's most poverty-stricken residents are suddenly faced with 
issues they never considered before -such as can and should they 
make a difference in the future of these neighbors' lives? 
"We're all one people, that's what it boils down to," says 
Suzanne O'Connor, a senior biology major who first participated in 
a breakthrough two years ago. This year she is co-coordinator of 
the fall and spring trips. "You realize they're individual people just 
like us, trying to make it one day at a time.'' 
The same questions about responsibility are asked by faculty 
who teach the history, business, law, language and literature of 
Mexico, who invite speakers to campus to address border issues, and 
who encourage students to study abroad at a Mexican university. In 
a shrinking world where the economies and cultures of the globe's 
nations are intimately connected, it makes sense that U.S. citizens 
know their neighbors. And that USD, strategically located 20 miles 
from one of the world's busiest borders, take a leadership role in 
educating young people about Mexico. 
U 5 D M A G A l N E 
A COMMUNITY WITHOUT BORDERS "The border means many things to many people," says Serbin, 
who took over as TBl administrator in September. 
''The breakthroughs aren't only about doing service projects," says 
Lambert, who earned a master's degree in pastoral care and counseling 
from USD in 1997. "We really want to have the students under-
stand what is going on in Tijuana." 
For a complete picture of the city that is 1.5 million people 
strong, students attend Mass at the cathedral, visit an upscale shopping 
mall and join their Mexican pee rs for dinner and dancing at a local 
d.isco. Many undergrads are surprised when their image of Tijuana 
For some people, the phrase "stuck on the border" acknowl-
edges a certa in misunde rstanding of how the United States and 
Mexico are economically and politically intertwined. For others, it 
recalls the idea of being quite fascinated with a loved one - "I'm 
stuck on you!" And for many hopeful Mexicans, being stuck on the 
border quite literally describes a desire to cross into the United 
States that is thwarted by immigration laws. 
as a seedy, depressed town is shatte red by the reality 
that it is a city not unlike Sao Diego, in terms of The 
While USD's proximity to an international border makes the 
campus an ideal place to provide learning opportunities, 
it should also encourage research about Mexico and 
economic and cultural diversity. 
The breakthrough trips are open to 30 students, 
15 of whom spend the week with Lambert at Baja 
Outreach, an afterschool boys and girls club. The 
o ther 15 students spend the week with Brother 
Tom Thing, associate minister in university ministry, 
at Casa del Migrante, a home for 250 migrant men. 
Trans border 
Institute 
is looking to 
Rather than visit in large numbers and disrupt strengthen its 
the routine at the shelters, orphanages and jails, 
the USD students spread across the city in small 
groups and attempt to blend into the culture of a 
developing nation. The leaders encourage students 
to start conversations with the Mexicans they 
meet. Interacting as equals is as important as the 
food or service the students are providing. 
"The Christian community is ideally not 
marked by borders," says Lambert, who expla ins 
that prayer and reflection is an integr.il part of 
each day of the breakthrough experience. " In the 
Christian context, we have to acknowledge that 
our brothers and sisters are everyone." 
S'I1UCK ON MEXICO 
The ideal notwithstanding, a very definite border 
stands between the U nited States and Mexico. In 
San Diego, a daunting border checkpoint marked 
with formidable tollbooths fosters the idea that the 
two countries should remain idealogically separated. 
But when USD opened its T ransBorder 








to learn about 
the history 
and politics 
of Mexic o . 
Latin America, Serbin says. The TBl plans to use 
part of its budget this year to do just that. The institute 
will split $55,000 in research grants among members 
of the USD campus who submit proposals and win 
approval for their projects from the TBl board of 
directors. The grants will be awarded in November. 
GEOGRAPHY, PEOPLE, WEALTH 
Jorge Vargas, professor in the School of Law, needs no 
convincing about the importance of scholarship related 
to Mexico. He began teaching Mexican law, immigration 
law, international environment.ii law and human r ights 
in Latin America when he joined USD 15 years ago. 
A former legal adviser to the Mexican government, 
Vargas argues there are three compelling reasons to 
study Mexico - geography, people and wealth. 
The U.S.-Mexico border is one of the most 
intriguing in the world because it juxtaposes a super-
power with a developing country, Vargas says. Simple 
geographic positioning makes it sensible to interact 
economically with Mexico. 
"lt is faster, easier and cheaper to do business 
with a country that is contiguous to our own country," 
says the professor, a native of Mexico and graduate of 
Mexico's National Autonomous University. 
By sheer demographics, our southern neighbor 
cannot be ignored, Vargas adds. Mexico's 96 million 
people makes it the largest Spanish-speaking country 
in the world. The largest immigrant popula-
tion in the United States hails fro Latin 
leaders on campus acknowledged the importance of understanding 
bo rder issues and working with Mexican universities and bus i-
nesses as partne rs in a global community. Ken Serbin, assistant 
professor of history and interim TBl director, is tasked this year 
with bringing the border to USD. 
America. And the largest num-
ber of Mexicans outs ide of 
Mexico City lives in Los 
Angeles, California. 
The institute is looking to strengthen its presence on campus 
and provide students, faculty and staff with opportunities to learn 
about the history and politics of Mexico. A speaker series this fall 
- dubbed "Stuck on the Border?!" - challenged attendees to 
consider the many reactions U.S. residents have to border issues. 
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Through tourist dollars alone, the two 
countries are economically dependent, Vargas 
~'ays. The 10 to 12 million Americans who visit 
each year contribute heavily to the 
Mexican economy. Reciprocally, 
Mexican citizens pump $2.3 billion a 
year into San Die.go by buying goods 
and through tourism. 
While the maquiladora operations 
in Tijuana fall under heavy sccutiny for 
labor practices, the factories are inextricably 
tied to the United States, where many of tbe corpo-
rations running the plants are headquartered. As 
trade increases between the two countries, thanks 
largely to the North American Free Trade Agreement, 
understanding Mexican law and culture becomes ever more 
imper.itive. 
With students, business people and attorneys in mind, Vargas 
maintains a Web site (http://www.mexfaw.com) designed to foster 
that sort of understanding. H e calls it a resource to disseminate 
information on Mexican laws that govern areas most often affecting 
American citizens, including trade, real estate, adoption, marriage 
and retirement. 
A student built the Web site 
for Vargas, who designed the look 
and now updates it regularly. 
Since first going online three 
years ago, Vargas has added to h is 
pages a thorough list of links to 
other Internet sites devoted to 
Mexico. 
Like the TBl, Vargas also 
does his part to bring the border 
to USD. Last May, he coordinated 
a one-day conference that focused 
on Mexican law, drawing partici-
pants from the School of Law and 
regional law firms. The 1999 
conference will likely concentrate 
on hi-tech law in relation to 
Mexico, the professor says. 
Vargas closes the loop 
between his scholarship 
and the country he 
"Companies 
are soon going 
to require 





School of Business 
~arntoistratton 
aims to help students understand by donating proceeds 
from the annual conference and a textbook he 
published to the Pardee Legal Research 
Center for materials on Mexican law. 
A. BROADER 
PER '3PEC'I' IVE 
When M.B.A. students seek advice from 
economics professor D enise Dimon about studying 
abroad, she hands them fliers about intersession trips 
to Monterrey, Mexico, and a semester-long exchange 
program with lnstituto Tecnologico y de Estudios 
Superiores de Monterrey (ITESM). T here's no ques-
tion in her mind that business students should be familiar 
with at least one other culture. 
"Companies are soon going to require international experience 
from their employees," says Dimon, who's been a USD professor for 
15 years and also is editor of the Latin American Business Review, a 
quarterly journal. 
ln an innovative approach to providing that experience, USD 
and ITESM recently signed an agreement that allows graduate 
students from either country to earn a dual master's degree from the 
two universities. Students spend one year taking classes at USD 
and the other year at one of ITESM's 27 campuses. 
The immersion in another country ensures students become 
fluent in Spanish and English, and fully understand the business and 
economic environment of the United States and Mexico. But on a 
simpler note, Dimon points out international study is key to broad-
ening a person's perspective. 
"You Learn more about yourself when you learn about others," 
she says. 
'I'HE EYES AND HEARTS OF 
OUR STUDENTS 
University Ministry's Lambert would be the first to agree with the 
business professor. She has seen it over and over again, the change in 
students as their eyes are opened to a new world, as they recogniz:e 
that they are part of a bigger community. The ultimate joy for Lambert 
is to see USD students come away from their international experiences 
with a commitment to serve the greater good. 
For O'Connor, who graduates in May and plans to spend two 
years with the Jesuit Volunteer Corps, the experiences in Tijuana 
have left her with a profound understanding of her hopes and dreams 
for the future. 
"You come back to a feeling, to a memory," she says. "You 
come knowing how you want to make a change, make a difference 
in the world." 





BY Ml HAEL R. HA Kl 
Learning to be a leader for the next century is a daunting 
responsibility, even more so for students in communities far 
afield from Alcala Park. Thanks to new technologies, a 
unique School of Education distance-learning program 
is delivering a first-class education in leadership to 
students where they live and work. 










hen Nichola Trongale en.rolled in the Scbool of Education's 
doctoral program in leadership studies, he avoided the usual lines 
students face at the regi trar's and bur ar's office. ln fact, Trongale 
faced an entirely different set of lines - phone, fax and modem. 
"1 set up my whole program while l was in Newport, R.I., 
going through my ship training," says the. Navy captain, who will 
soon assume command of the USS Bonhomme Richard, a brand new 
amphibious assault hip. "With modem communication as they are, 
l am sure I'll have no problem communicating with my profes ors 
from my ship at ea, if that should ever become necessary." 
Trongale is not alone in hi confident belief that no matter where 
be travels, he'll earn his doctorate in educational leadership from 
USO. Students from as far north as Canada and as far west as the 
Pacific islands of Guam, Singapore, American Samoa, Micronesia 
and Saipan are enrolled in a unique School of Education distance-
learning program that allows students to study leadership where 
they Live. 
The School of Education's leadership degree encourages students 
to explore ideas about leadership and use their knowledge to improve 
an array of fields, from business and education to sociology and 
psychology. A new twist - delivery of the program through dis-
tance-learning technology - allows them to immediately apply what 
they learn in their organizations and communities. 
"This degree has application aero the military and private ector," 
says Navy Chaplain Steve Smith, who says the study of leader hip 
will help him maximize the talents and skills of the people he works 
with. "l consider it es ential to study theories, methodologies and 
various types of analysis, but tbey must transcend that ·realm 
and be made u able and practical." 
Online, 
interactive 
discussions of case 
studies take place on 
special Ly designed Web 
discussion pages, 
and students turn 
in assignments 
through e-mail. 
U S D M A 
For tudents like Troogale and Smith, 
spending two or three years away from their work 
is impossible. Along with the obvious family obliga-
tions and financial constraints, many of the doctoral 
candidates <..-an't give up the leadership roles they already 
hold. ln developing the e "articulated doctoral programs," 
as they are called, the university allows them to be leaders 
and leadership students at the same time. 
"At first I considered relocating to San Diego," says Judi 
\,Von Pat, a second-term senator in the Guam Legislature. "Once 
I realized how the cohort system work , however, l decided I'd 
rather stay close to my fellow students." 
Won Pat's deci ion to reside and study in Guam is testimonial 
to the idea that cohorts, or groups of students, can provide a network 
of support that ensures the success of each individual student. The 
three cohorts - one for Canadian students, one for students in 
the Pacific and one for Naval students - enable students with 
similar educational goals to bounce ideas off each other and learn 
from each other's work. In fact, Woo Pat says she feels that the 
cultural background and perspective she shares with her fe llow stu• 
dents will help her to better apply the skills she learns to solving 
problem in her homeland. 
"The student in Guam made it a point to get together once 
a month when we started the program, and we now meet once a 
week," says Won Pat, a career educator who chaired the Senate 
Committee on Education during her first term. "l can continue 
to work on the education sy tern and at the same time look for 
new solutions to the problems our system faces." 
0 F IE 
The need for partnerships and support goes far deeper than net-
works of students. Without a ground breaking partnership between 
USO and San Diego State Univer ity, it's likely this doctoral pro-
gram would not exist. 
A Z • £ 
"Creating this program required a campuswide effort at both 
universities," says Jan Littrell, USD's former assistant dean at the 
School of Education and now the coordinato r of special sessions for 
SDSU. "From admissions and academic records to tuition and 
financial aid, this program required innovative efforts by people at 
both schools." 
Complicated as it may have been to institute, the premise is 
quite simple. USD offers a doctoral program in leadership studies, 
something no other university in the region can provide. SDSU, on 
the other hand, boasts long-standing experience with distance learning 
and the state-of-the-art technologies needed to deliver courses to 
students around the world. Put the two together, and a first-class 
leadership program suddenly is available on a global basis. 
"Students take courses through both universities, and thus 
increase the number of faculty who are available to supervise their 
research," says Littrell, who retains a part-time post at USD as 
coordinator of the program. "Each professor works with a technology 
expert to design their course and use a variety of tools - audio 
and video tapes, World Wide Web sites, e-mail and others 
- to c reate the best distance-learning experience." 
That experience does not preclude personal 
contact with professors. Navy students meet 
with professors at the nearby Naval 
Amphibious Base in Coronado, 
Calif., and in some cases 
teachers will travel to 
Vancouver, Canada, and the 
Pacific to conduct courses. The 
program also provides for the international 
students to come to San Diego for several summer 
sessions. For most, the technology and distance present 
opportunities, not obstacles. 
"Both the University of British Columbia and Simon 
Fraser University in British Columbia offer doctoral degrees, but 
neither seemed to offer the flexibility of design to allow me to pursue 
the specific area of research that l desired," says Doug Hoey, a veteran 
teacher and counselor who heads the counseling department at a 
Canadian secondary school. "l plan to teach at the university level 
in the area of teacher education, and I believe this program will 
help me achieve the knowledge and professional skills to positively 
impact the next generation of teachers." 
tlltR F~O~ R OlqAij[E 
A number of USD professors have been quick to embrace the 
opportunities presented by the growth of the Internet, and to incor-
porate aspects of distance learning into their courses. Assistant 
professor Mary Williams, who will in the spring teach a course on 
policymaking to doctoral students in the Pacific, already leads a 
large part of her Curriculum and Methods of Teaching course - a 
core class for students preparing to become high school teachers -
on the lnternet. 
"Online, interactive discussions of case studies take place on 
our specially designed Web discussion page, and students turn in 
assignments through e-mail," says Williams, who posts a cornucopia 
of course information on the Web, including links to many online 
resources. ''We also conducted video teleconferences with some of 
the authors of our texts and interacted live with a graduate class in 
New York." 
Williams believes that opportunities to bring in prominent guest 
speakers and additional materials are crucial new teaching additions 
provided by distance-learning technology, but adds that another, 
unforeseen, benefit has cropped up. 
"l found that learning by students grew incrementally when they 
could see each other's work posted on the Internet," says Williams, 
who conducts half the course's classes in person and half through 
the World Wide Web. "Knowing their work was out there on view 
prompted the students to produce higher quality work earlier in the 
semester." 
As she prepares to teach her first course completely through 
d.ista.nce technologies, Williams notes that preparation is not just 
important, but critical, to a successful learning experience for the 
doctoral students. 
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"The students have to have all the course materials three weeks 
before the semester begin ," ay Williams, who plans an overview 
video to kick off the class and envisions bringing other noteworthy 
policymaking Web sites into the mix. "You have to think farther in 
advance, but the power of the student's learning potential makes it 
well worthwhile." 
8 18'1N IT HOHf 
Potential is the watchword that attracted the students - 24 in the 
Pacific, 14 from Canada and 17 Navy enrollees - to USO' leader-
hip tudies program in the first place. In most cases, these students 
saw the potential not just to improve themselves, but to improve 
the education system worldwide. 
"I'm doing my research on implementing and creating the 
optimum out-of-clas room Interim Semester Program," says Mike 
Duoto, principal at the Singapore American School in Singapore. 
"l currently offer a program at this school, but 1 want to make this 
program the best it can be and perhaps one that other schools 
would be interested in.'' 
After they receive their doctorates, a number of the student 
say they would like to pursue university teaching positions. In many 
case , their research is focused on improving teaching method , with 
an eye on becoming professors and passing on the knowledge they 
gain to other education students. Included in that knowledge is the 
experience of distance learning itself. 
Students see 
the potential 
not just to irrprove 
themselves, but 
to improve the 
education system 
worldwide. 
"My interests lie in d.istance education and edu-
cation technologies, so it seems fitting that l walk the 
talk," says Canadian cohort member Craig Code, an 
elementary school teacher who i researching computer 
assisted instruction and integrated learning systems, which 
individualize curriculum by adjusting the difficulty of assign-
ments according to student performance. "Although the processes 
are by no means polished, significant gains have been made in 
international communications and the delivery of instruction. This 
program is on the cutting edge of such concepts." 
Remaining on the cutting edge is key. Interest among potential 
students in Canada and the Pacific is already strong enough to 
encourage USO to consider admitting another class of doctoral 
students in those regions in the near future . In the Navy cohort, 
students will be accepted on a "rolling basis," meaning that new 
students can enroll any time. 
As students and professors alike point out, the program graduates 
will be the ones with the knowledge, desire and ability to change 
the face of education, not just in San Diego or America, but in 
places throughout the world where leadership in education is needed. 
"I have been a strong advocate of educational reform since 
I was a high school student; this has been the driving force behind 
my ongoing professional development, which now includes the USO 
doctoral program," says Hoey. 
"l believe we have done a good job in education, but we can do 
much better. And because we can, we must." 
U S D M A Ii A Z N £ 
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Same vacancies still exist for class chairs, 
co-chairs (for classes prior to 1971), corre• 
spondents and. co-correspondents (pre- 1971 
classes). lf there is a vacancy in your cluss 
year and you uiant to volunteer, please 
contact the Office of Alumni Relations at 
(619) 260-4819 or (BOO) 248-4873, ext. 7. 
Alumni Gallery notes received after the 
deadline will appear in a subseqtient issue. 
For classes with correspmulents, please 
send class news to your correspondents 
rather than directly to the magatine. 
1953 
CLASS CHAIR 











James v: Freed, Honorary Chair 
CLASS CORRESPONDENT 
Diane (Sinclafr) Drew 
2854 Creekside Road 
Santa Rosa, CA 95405 
1957 
UNDERGRADUATEALUMHJ 
Jacqualine Stain Dudak was named Catholic 
Woman Volunteer of the Year by the 
Catholic Charities Auxiliary of the Diocese 
of Orange County. Bishop Norman 
McFarland presented her with the award 
at the May ceremony. T hirty-five women 
were nominated. Jacqueline was honored 
for her work on behalf of the hungry, the 
homeless and the incarcerated. Among her 
accomplishments is the foundmg of a weekly 
free-lunch program at her church, St. Justin 
Martyr Parish of Anaheim, l l years ago. 
Two people came the first day. The program 
now feeds 70 to 100 people each Sunday. 
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1&5& 
CLASSCORR~SPONDENT 
Nadine lsrael T homas 
2538 Tupelo Drive. 








John J. Bowman 
Karene (Lemke) Evenson 
CLASS CORRESPONDENTS 
Simone Gennette Ostrander 
543 North Trout Lake Drive 
Sanger, CA 93657 
Pat Gannon Roberts 
1426 Boyle Avenue 
Escondido, CA 92027 
UNDER&RADUATEALUMHI 
Sandy Pindclll'f moved to Washington state 
in November and teaches English as a 




Elitabeth (Korander) Bradley 
Elli (O'Donnell) Lorch 
Tippy (Gary) Thibodeau 
Mary Jane Tiernan 
CLASS CORRESPONDENTS 
Martha (Fiorino) Dowell 
676 West Timberbranch Parkway 
Alexandria1 VA 22302-3614 
Dennis Halloran 
1910 East Linger Lane 
Phoenfa:, AZ 85020-4427 
1aa2 
CLASS CHAIRS 
Janet (H alla) Trily 
Ned Wilson 




Penny (Nutting) Guthrie 
CLASS CORRESPONDENT 
Martha (Spiers) Lepore 
750F Avenue 
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Karen (Graham) Tbielke 
19518 14th NW 
Seattle, WA 98177-2702 
UHDER&RADUATE ALUMNI 
Patrick BBJTJ is a country director for the 
Peace Corps in Dakar, Senegal. He writes: 
"Our oldest daughter, Nadine, made us 
grandparents in January 1997. How time 
flies!" ... David Duhle lives in Scottsdale, 
Arit., where he has a thriving hobby of 
buying, restoring and selling specialty 1960 
Cadillac convertibles .... Father James 
Pvulsen will celebrate the 30th anniversary 
of his ordination into the priesthood this 
year. He is pastor of San Diego's St. 
Gregory the Great Parish, which is in the 









D onna (Trumble) McGill 
Paul Tuomaineo Jr. 
CLASS CORRESPONDENT 
Joseph Walker 
715 South 3 2nd Street 
Renton, WA 98055-5097 
UHDERGll.ADUATE Al.UMNI 
Gerald Miranda is a principal accountant 
of international finance planning and 
budgeting with Solar Turbines lnc. Since 
joining the interna tional finance unit in 
December 1996, Gerald has traveled to 
Belgium, Ireland, Venezuela, England and 
Miami, Fla. H e is i.n his 16 th year wi th the 
U.S. N ary Reserves. Gerald and his wrfe, 
Nadene, live in San Diego. The youngest 
of their four children is a student at U SD 
majoring in business and playing women•~ 
varsity soccer . ... Darathy Reynalds is a 
volunteer for H ICAP, a state-supported 
agency to provide seniors with Medicare, 
insurance and long-term care information, 
and legal consultation. She has been retired 
from Sharp Healthcare since I 987 .... Jahn 
Valdez was elected director of multicul tural 
studies for the 1998-99 academic year a1 
Palomar College in San Marcos, Calif. His 
daughter graduated from U.C. Santa Cruz. 
on June ZO with a bachelor's degree in 
Ameri~ 1n studies. 
19&& 
CLASS CHAIRS 
Sandra (Kiszla) Chew 
Walter Jolm ston 
CLASS CORRESPONDE.NT 
Moira Lees 
11806 Gorham Avenue 
Los Al\geles, CA 90049 
1989 
CL.ASS CHAIR 
Jan (Davidson) Tuomainen 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Stephanie Hamiltan moved in 1996 to Austin, 
Texas, where she is executive director for 
technology services at the Austin school 
district, which serves 76,000 students . She 
is in the process of networking the 108 
1& 
schools in the district, including building 
the distric t's infrastructure and putting 
phones, five computers and a P.A./intercom 
system in every classroom. 
1-970 
CLASS CHAIRS 
Rosemary (Masterson) Johnston 






4906 New Castle Street 
R iverside, CA 92509 
UMDERGJUUIUATE ALUMNI 
Janathan Cannar was ordained a pries t in 
the Free Catholic Church in September 
L 997. His wife, Therese Madden-Connor, 
a graduate of the high school of the 
Convent of the Sacred H eart, was ordained 
a deacon on the same day for service to the 
parish of St. Thomas the Doubter in San 
Diego. Therese writes: ''The Free Catholic 
Church is a rite of the H oly Catholic 
Church . Among other differences from the 
Roman rite, in the Free Catholic Church 
holy orders a re open to women and men 
without regard to marital status." 
1972 
CLASS CHAIR 
R oy Lechner 
UNDER.GRADUATE ALUMNI 
Mary Ja Carias is deputy counry counsel 
for the. County of San Bernardino, Calif., 
representing the county on workers' com-
pensation matte rs. 
1974:: 
CLASS CHAIRS 
Victoria (Westervelt) Nasman 
Doug Robert 
GRADUATE ll.ND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNJ 
Therese Francais (M.Ed.) recently cele-
brated 25 years of service to St. Michael 
School in Poway, Calif. H er daughter is 
anending U SD this fall. 






15660 Southwest 123rd Avenue 
Miami, FL JJ I 77 
UNDERGRADUA7£ ALVMHJ 
William Bartek moved to Park City, Utah, 
where he is a Realto,:- wi th Coldwell 
Banker. He also spends t ime at his condo-






Tbe Rev. Richard Bezansan is a pastor a t 
Concordia Lutheran Church in Phoenix .... 
Patricia James formed a law partnership 
with David Miller in April. The two prac-
tice primarily in personal injury and medi-
cal malpractice . ... Kathi Jensen is a guid-
ance coordina to r at Rubidoux High School 
in Riverside, Calif. She also teaches teach-
ers and counselo,:-s at the University of 
Redlands and U.C. Riverside. Kathi and 
her husband, Paul, are sailors and have a 
32-foot Islander docked at Dana Point .... 
Stevan Laap■ri is a principal for the Sacred 
Heart parisb school in Coronado, Calif. 
Stevan and his wife, Karen Laapllri 'BO, 
live in Bonita. Their daughter, Katie, is a 
student at USD . ... Graham Milner is 
senior vice president, the Americas , for 
WD-40 Co. Au elected officer of the com-
pany, G raham previously served as vice 
president, the Americas, and director, 






48 Darlene Street 
St. Paul, MN 55119-4908 

in business from Thunderbird and worked 
in Europe for several years. H e returned to 
California to attend Pepperdine University 
School of Law and set up his own practice 
in Northern California. 
19&3 
CLASS CHAIR 
Chris P ascale 
CLASS CORRESPONDENT 
Rick Sanchez 
1453 West Kesler Lane. 
Chandler, AZ 85224 
e-mail: rsanchez@ionet.net 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
As directoc of volunteer services for Sutter 
Health in Sacramento, Cali£., Gail (Glynn) 
Canners manages volunteer programs at 
two acute care hospitals. She s tarted a 
program called Phone Friends, which is 
designed for children who are at home after 
school without adult supervision .... Mark 
Raland lives in Plano, Texas, where he 
manages the financial systems/applications 
development area for N eiman Marcus. R e 
writes: "I have 1.5 kids and a beautiful/ 
wonderful wife, Barb. l've recently re-estab-
lished friendships with a couple of Barkmen. 
Would love co speak with other 1983 





N o~a Samaniego 
489 Pescado Place 
Encinitas, CA 92024 
e-mail: norma_samaniego@rkci.com 
UNDERORADUATE ALUMHl 
James Peters is president of U .S. sto res 
for Staples, an office supply retailer. H e 
joined Staples in 1997 as executive vice 
president of U .S. sto res. In his new posi-
tion, James will continue to report to the 
president of North American operations. 
During his retail career, James also worked 
for Price Club and he lped found Office 
1& 
ALUMNl 0 f f 
Ja11ery 
Club, which L"lter merged wjth Office Depot. 
... Freeman Rahbins received a master's 
degree in management infom1ation systems 
and moved from mainframe computing to 
the telecommunications industry . ... Lisa 
Siman■lla and her husband, James Snyder, 
have three children: Stephen, 4, Kaitlin, 2 , 
and Amanda, 2 months. Lisa works fpr 
EMC lnsurance Cos. in Des Moines, Iowa. 
... Elizabeth Skahling graduated from Webster 
University, St. Louis, in June with a master's 
degree in health service management. ln 
September, she made a presentation at the 
12th lnternational Congress on Child 
Abuse/Neglect in Auckland, New Zealand. 
... Katherin■ Snaw and her husband, 
William, have three children : Michael, 6, 
Davis, 4, and Lauren, 1. T he family lives in 
Lake Forest, Calif. Katherine works part time 
in her husband's business, Contech Inc. 
GRADUATE AHO LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI 
In 1996, April Jasephsan (J.D.) established 
Ariel Communications G roup Inc,, an 
Orange County, Calif, lnternet service 
provider specializing i.n custom solutions for 
Local businesses . ... Miriam Kennedy (J.D.) 
moved to Arizona in !994 and worked for 
two years at a large law firm. ln 1997, she 
started her own Tucson practice in esta te 
planning, probate and elder law . . .. Michael 
O'Hara (J.D.) and his wife, Juli■ (Webb) 
O'Hara '85 (J.D.), have two children: 
Keegan, 13, and Mickey, 10. In 1991, the 
family moved co Steamboat Springs, Colo., 
where Michael is an attorney with 
Oliphant, Hammond and O'Hara, 
19&5 
CLASS CHAIR 
Maggie Kelle r H awblitzel 
CLASS CORRESPONDENT 
Katie (O 'Rourke) Delano 
425 Ya.le Avenue 
Coalinga, CA 93210 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Carat Brannan (M.Ed. '87 ) took a year 
leave of absence from full-time teaching to 
travel and hike in Hawaii, New Zealand 
and the Pacific N orthwest. She returned to 
work in August as a special education 
U S D H "O AZ N l 
teacher in Santa Rosa, Calif. ... William 
Bn&hl is a senior executive training chef for 
ooe of H onolulu's most recogoited eateries. 
H e and his wife , Amy (Shapin) Bn&hl '86, 
have been in Honolulu for five years and 
have three children: Mollie, 7, Zachary, 6, 
and Malcolm, 4 .... Frank Kunacz and his 
wife, Vera, moved to Loveland, Colo., with 
their three children: Frances, Eleanor and 
Samuel. Frank is an engineer with 
Hewlett-Packard . . .. Lari (Slane) Raad 
(M.l.B. '88) and her husband, John, live in 
Round Hill, Va., with their two children: 
Alexandra, 2, and Rachel, 7 months. Lori, 
a certified public accountant., has chosen to 
stay at home and raise her children .... 
Huda Siksek writes: "After graduatioo, 
I l worked for a consulting firm for about 
eight years as international conference 
coordinator. Then l decided to become an 
artist, which had always been my dream. 
l started by working as a free.-lance artist 
and became a teacher. I have been an arr 
teacher for four years. l live and teach in 
Atheos, G reece. I am an illustrato r and 
exhibiting arti&t as well. Look me up if you 
are ever in Greece." 
19&& 
CLASS CHAIR 
James Pie rik 
CLASS CORRESPONDENT 
Shannon Smith 
520 East 76th St., #-lZ-B 
New York, N Y I 0021 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI' 
Jessica (GulllTtlra) Camacha lives in Guam 
and works in a special education infant/ 
toddler program, which helps families who 
have children with special needs o r are 
developmentally delayed. For relaxation, 
Jessica and her husband, John, have traveled 
all over Asia, Australia and the U.S. main-
land . ... Gerry McNamara (M.B.A. ' 90) 
and his wife, Gawlen (Maskell) McNamara 
'87, moved to Okemos, Mich., in 1997. 
Gerry is an assistant professor in the Broad 
College of Busine.ss at Michigan State 
University. Gaden is busy with their 1-year-
old daughter, Megan. 
Michul Pllpnelli '13 
A s a kid, one of the first jobs Michael Paganelli '93 (M.B.A. '98) held was 
cleaning up the grounds at the com-
pany where his grandfather worked. But the 
eager youngster didn't last too long doing 
yard work. Paganelli earned the first promo-
tion of his life when he wandered inside one 
day and helped puzzled employees fix a 
computer snafu. 
"After that, you could say I remained 
information-minded for the rest of my life,'' 
Paganelli laughs. 
Paganelli learned to be business-minded, 
too, earning both an undergraduate business 
degree and an M.B.A. from USD. It wasn't 
until he married his business skills and his 
interest in computers, however, that Paganelli 
found his true calling. Now an associate at 
the international management consulting 
firm Booz-Allen & Hamilton, the 27-year-old 
computer professional creates Internet and 
World Wide Web tools for the San Diego-
based U.S. Navy Space and Naval Warfare 
Command, which is responsible for bringing 
21st century technology to the Navy. It's 
hardly a job he expected to hold. 
"Sometimes you have to walk down 
the wrong path to find the right one,'' says 
Paganelli. "I was so convinced I wanted to 
become an economist that after I finished 
my bachelor's degree, I started to work on 
a Ph.D. in economics." 
Delving into his doctoral research at 
the University ofTexas,Austin, Paganelli 
came face to face with the Internet. At that 
time, in 1994, the vast computer network 
served mainly as a tool for academics and 
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scientists. But Paganelli couldn't shake the 
feeling that a whole world of business possi-
bilities was at his fingertips. 
"Everyone today understands the enor-
mous business potential of the Internet," he 
says. "But just a few yean ago, it took a lot 
of explaining to convince people this was 
the wave of the future." 
Paganelli decided he was up to that 
task, and abandoned his doctoral studies 
to co-found an Internet-based real estate 
business called WebHomes. He delights in 
recalling the creative energy that sparked 
him and his partner, fellow alumnus Jake 
Jacoby '93. 
"It was Entrepreneurship IOI," he says. 
"We stayed in the office day and night to 
make it happen." 
Once bitten by the Internet bug, 
Paganelli couldn't stay away.After leaving 
the real estate start-up, he helped set up 
the Web site for the San Diego Padres and 
was Internet Services Coordinator for the 
San Diego Community College District. 
Since he joined Booz-Allen & Hamilton a 
year and a half ago, Paganelli says the break-
neck pace of development has fueled his 
own curiosity and creativity. 
"Innovation drives innovation, and it 
keeps speeding up,'' says Paganelli, who often 
looks to Alcala Park for additions to the 
company and has so far hired three USO 
grads, who joined several other alumni 
already working at the firm. "I am truly 
amazed that each day brings with it a new 
set of challenges and opportunities, and I 
wouldn't want it any other way." 





N iamh Foley H oman 
1479 Wild Iris Lane 
O range Park, FL 32073-7071 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
David Allan is project manager for Tradition 
Club Associates, a golf course developer in 
La Quinta, Calif .... Derek Allison is a pro, 
gram.mer/analyst fo r Agouron Pharmaceuticals 
in Sao Diego. He and his wife, Marilyn 
(Lawis) Allison '86, live in Oceanside . ... 
Blanca Bidart-Sandaval and her husband, 
Ronald, live io Chula Vista, Calif., with 
their two ch ildren: Veronica, 7, and 
Christopher, 1. Blanca is a branch manager 
for Glendale Federal Bank .... Jahn Cavey 
is a criminal defense attorney in San Diego. 
... Jahn D'Aversa writes: "A Silicon Valley 
start-up company that I worked for was 
purchased in December 1997. My stock 
options allowed me to retire at age 33. I 
cook, travel, play golf and tennis. I'm con-
sidering my options very slowly!" ... Jahn 
Harby is a senior software engineering con, 
sultant in Silicon Valley. H e is currently 
consulting for Hewlett-Packard in Palo Alto, 
Calif. , and serves on fou r research commit-
tees, including object-oriented software 
engineering. He has published research, 
such as "A Topological Unifica tion Model 
for all Aspects of Systems." ... David 
Hobart is a manager with Ostroff, Fair and 
Co. in Pennsylvania. He writes : "I' m try, 
ing to get back home to family and friends. 
I bave taken the long way. Wish me luck!" 
... Navy Lt. Palrick McNamara participated 
in the Fleet Week 1998 celebration in N ew 
York, while assigned to the USS Kearsarge, 
homeported in Norfolk, Va. Fleet Week is 
a four-day salute to the men and women of 
the N avy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard. 
.. . Vickia Minardi is a vice president and 
project manager with Bank of America. 
Sbe writes : "This i my seventh year in 
San Francisco and I 'm still loving it! I stay 
active with the Bay area alumni board. We 
are always looking for good people to help 
plan and participate in alumni functions." 
... Tammi Siroky is a territory director with 
Pharmacia and Upjohn. She and her hu , 
band, Charles, bave a 3,year,old and the 
family lives in Manhattan Beach, Calif. 
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Alex Kodialh (Ed.D.) is president of The 
Janus Group and Samarpan, a non-profit 
organization. lo the last year, the organiza-
tion opened a health care dinic in India 
and a job training center. Alex and his 
wife, Mary, live in Poway, Calif .... 
Ros■mea Smart MacPherson (M.C.L.) bas 
a private law practice in Reston, Va. She 
reports that she enjoys her 20-year mar-
riage to her husband, Alex, and spends he.r 
spare time hiking, playing the piano and 
taking yoga and aerobics .... Connie Roush 
(M.S.N .) is a visiting assis tant professor of 
community health nursing with the Miami 
University Department of N ursing in 
Hamilton., Ohio. She is a Ph.D. candidate 
at the University of Washington. 
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Jacki (Cepe) Lake 
CLASS CORRESPONDENT 
Joannie (Santoni) McL-Oughlin 
11454 Eastridge Place 
San D iego, CA 92131 
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Anne (Raid) Eberwein and her husband, 
Joseph Eblll'Wllin, relocated to Tempe, Ariz., 
with their three children: John, 5, Katie, 3, 
and Matthew, 1. Anne is a full-time, mom 
and Joe is a business development manager 
with Progressive Insurance. She writes: 
"We are really excited to be back in the 
West, closer to friends and family." ... 
Navy Lt. Gary Gotham is on a six-month 
deploymeor to the Mediterranean Sea aboard 
the guided missile cruiser USS Cape St. 
George . ... Holly (Coonrad) Gralpois '88 
lives in Issaquah, Wash,, where she is now 
a full-time at-home mom for her 2-year,old 
daughter, Aoais. She reportS tbat she lives 
down the s treet from fellow alumna 
Claudia (Hornig) Laine '89 .... Drew Peloso 
is a general manager with Aramark Corp. in 
Santa Ana, Calif. H e and his wife, Wendy, 
live in Long Beach with their two dogs, 






Colleen Blackmore Pappas 
6910 Blue Orchid Lane 
Carlsbad, CA 92009 
UNDEJIGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Navy Cmdr. James Kohl participated in a 
mul tinational exercise in the Mediterranean 
and Baltic Sea aboard the hospital ship 
USNS Comfort, homeported in Baltimore, 
Md .... Rich Marty works at Warner Bros., 
where be was promoted to oversee the 
worldwide operations of the new DVD 
format for the home video division .... 
Mary Jane (Kaplan) Marusich and her 
husband, Gregory, live in Las Vegas, Nev., 
where she is office manager ar Children's 
Oasis School. M.J. also was chapter adviser 
for Alpha Delta Pi at the Universiry of Las 
Vegas and is now Alpha Delta Pi's alumnae 
association president for the Las Veg-.is area. 
... Connie V"aado is the 1998 president of 
Filipino-American Lawyers of San Diego and 
the legal counsel 0£ the Filipino-American 





April (Flores) Goodjohn 
7187 Willet Circle 
Carlsbad, CA 92009 
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Jell Barker works for San Francisco 
Outdoor Adventurers Club and lives in 
Oakland, Calif .... John Dworzak is a tax 
auditor with Pacific Life in Newport Beach, 
Calif. H e and his wife, Cynthia, were married 
in 1996 and h oneymooned in Maine . ... 
Michael Eggleton and his wife, Rebecca, 
have lived and worked in Russia for five 
years. Michael works for C redit Suisse First 
Boston as directoc and head of fixed income 
for the former Soviet Union. They spend the 
majority of their time working and traveling 
the world for business and pleasure . ... 
William Tracy Hamby is a deputy district 
atto rney for the Tulare County Dis trict 
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Attorney's Office io Visalia, Calif, H e was 
recently assigned to the auto theft unit with 
the special prosecution division. H e and hi$ 
wife, Jana, have a 1-year-old daughter, 
Margaret Lauren. The family is building a 
new house . ... Estala (Lop11z) Leidy (M.Ed. 
'92) is a teacher in Solana Beach, Calif. 
She and her husband, Andrew, were married 
in 1996 and bought a house in Escondido. 
... Tracy Reines is a teacher and trainer 
with the Peace Corps in Namibia, South 
Africa. After graduating from U SD, Tracy 
traveled to N ew Zealand and Australia, and 
was director of the Sylvan Leaming Center 
in La Jolla, Calif., and an instructor at the 
l ntematiooal Center for English from 
1996 to 1997. She joined the Peace Corps 
in October 1997 and will serve until 





G lenn Hickok 
5060 La Jolla Blvd. #3A 
La Jolla, CA 92109 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMHI 
Rane11 (R_oy) Blood and her husband, 
Michael, moved to Ann Arbor, Mich., in 
August. Renee works in the alumni office 
of the University of Michigan Scl, ool 0£ 
Business . ... Tim Carroll is in the Ph.D. in 
Ma.nageroent program at the Fuqua School 
of Business, Duke Univers ity, He and his 
wife, Adrienne, have been married for four 
years .... Jaan.ne (Merrill) Christensen has 
taught high school in the Sao Diegu 
Unified School District for seven years. 
She currently is the mus ic department 
chairperson and band and choral director 
for Mira Mesa High School. Jeanne and 
he r husband, Marlin, were married in 
I 997 .... Katia (.Murphy Lancaster) Creamer 
moved to a pig farm in Fairland, Ind., in 
1993, which she says is ''definitely not the 
place for a city girl like roe. '' She has been 
in Indiana for five years, working in a vari-
ety of jobs, and is now a teacher at Foresr 
Dale "Elementary School. For two years, 
she also has been the director of Horizon 
Day Camp at her church. Katie and her 
husband, Tom, were married in 1996 and 
they went to England and Scotland for 
their honeymoon. Katie also is certified a 
a lifeguard and an American Heart 
Association CPR instructor, and she has 
taken up cake decorating and candy mak-
ing .... After graduation, Eric Gunn served 
in the Navy for four yea.r . He now work 
in Santa Barbara, Calif, as a production 
manager for The Corps lnc., a small 
sportswear company that specializes in full 
clothing lines and ball cap with embroidery 
and screen-printed designs. The majority of 
thei r bu iness is with the Navy and some 
corporations. Eric also is a lieutenant and 
commanding officer with tbe Navy Re erve , 
and a volunteer Big Brother in the Ventura 
County chapter ... . Christopher St11elt is a 
helicopter pilot in the G ulf of Mexico for 
Petroleum H elicopters Inc., based in 
Lafayette, La. His wife, Wendy (Weddle} 
Steeb '93, telecommutes as a database 
developer for San Francisco-based 
Genentech lac. 
GRADUATE AND LllW SCHOOL ALUMNI 
Hathlaen (Ordons) Harr (D.N.Sc.) i dean 
0£ the School of Nursing at Baker 
University in Topeka, Kan. She and her 
husband, James, settled into their new 







1020 Honeysuckli! Drive 
San Marcos, CA 92069 
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David Alalig is a budget and grants officer 
fo{ Northern Mariana College in Saipan. 
He writes: "Fellow USO alumni can write 
to me at my e-mail address: DavidA@nmc-
net.edu. I lo k forward to hearing from 
some old friends.'' ... Samuel Bartholomew 
i a medical student at U.C. San Franci co. 
He recently spent a summer conducting 
molecular genetics research at the Pasteur 
Institute in Paris, France .... Cara (Dawns) 
Batis is a teacher in Fontana, Calif. She 
finished a master's degree and plans to enter 
a doctoral program soon. Cara and her hus-
band, Rudolph, have a 2-year-old daughter 
and the family lives in Corona .... Kristin 
Chismark moved frorn. San Franci co to 
Chicago to work as dlrector of employee 
services for the Allerton Hotel. She writes: 
"l would love to hear from any USO alumni 
in the area. ' ... Sandi Ciampa earned an 
M.B.A. degree from the University of 
Colorado and is a product manager with 
Achieve Communications, a start-up software 
firm in Boulder, Colo. She spent the sum-
met" racing mountain bike and climbing 
14,000-foot peaks .... Larin Creer was in a 
dental fellowship program in Florida and 
returned to Colorado in August .... Brian 
Halverson plays lead guita r in The Scott 
Laurent Band and i a re earch and devel-
opment senior scientist at Optical Sensors 
Inc. in Minneapolis .... Wendy {.W'JSa) Himes 
earned a degree in massage therapy from 
the Colorado School of Healing Art and is 
a massage therapist at With Class, a day 
spa in Tyler, Texas. Wendy and her husband, 
Bradley, moved from Denver to Tyler in 
April ... . Amy Swidlll'Ski earned a teaching 
certificate in biology and lives in Hauula, 
Hawaii, with her husband, Michael, and 





I-lays (Fraim) Padmos 
9832 Crystallo Court 
Parker, CO 80134 
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Chrissie Blair i in the human resources/ 
compensation department at Sun Microsys-
tem . She and her hu band, Miles, live in 
Redwood City, Cal.if .... Shane Bohart and 
Heather [Meyar} Bohart '92 relocated ro 
Denver. Shane is a commercial real estate 
broker for CB/Richard Elli and Heather is 
a youth counselor for Planned Parenthood 
of the Rocky Mountain .... Michelle 
Boyance graduated from Creighton Medical 
School in May 1997. She is serving a pedi-
atric internship at the Portsmouth (Va.) 
aval Ho pital. ... Kar11n [Merk) Buchholz 
(M.Ed. '95) is a pecial education teacher 
for San Diego City Schools. She and her 
husband, Jeremy, were married on Nov. 15, 
1995, at The lmmaculata Church .... Anne 
Marie Casey is a media buyer for Bozell in 
Los Angeles .... Jennifer Caughlin i working 
toward a master's degree in school psychology 
at C.S.U. Hayward. After graduation, she 
pent two years in Saipan as a Jesuit volun-
teer and worked at a shelter for battered 
and homeless women in San Diego .... Mike 
Daly lives in New York, where he is the 
vice president of corporate development for 
Trans American Travel. ... Melissa Drivar 
completed her master's degree in counsel-
ing,/psychology from the University of 
Colorado at Denver. She plans to work 
with children and families in the mental 
health field .... Chantal Latulippe Fl-ancisco 
and Jim Fl-ancisco have been married for 
four years. She writes: "'We are currently 
in line to take over the family business, a 
structural steel and ornamental iron fabri-
cation and erection company in Palm 
Springs, Calif." Chantal is a Girl Scout 
leader and volunteer administrator, and Jim 
is active in the Lions Club .... Nanci 
llilischman is a project compensation con-
sultant with Meek and Associates in Los 
Angeles .. .. Leaf Jensen teaches history and 
coaches the women' varsity voUeybaU 
team at Crater High School in Central Point, 
Ore. He and his wife Deborah, welcomed 
a on on Oct. 7, 1996. Leaf writes: "He is 
the greatest thing that ever happened to 
me.'' Leaf play in the Southern Oregon 
Men's Volleyball Club, and for five yea.rs, 
hi team ha been a natlonal qualifier in 
the open division .... Patricia Mason started 
her own record label, Lullaby Records Inc., 
21 
last yeac. She reports that the label has a 
hit children's C D available at Nordstrom. 
Patricia lives in Fallbrook , Calif ...• Amy Jo 
Matthews earned a J.D. degree from 
William M itchell College of Law, St. Paul, 
Minn., in May .... Fiona Mills is finishing a 
master's degree in English at Trinity College 
in H artford, Conn., and then will sta rt 
working toward a Ph.D . in English literature 
a t the U nivers ity of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. She also will teach freshman 
composit ion at UNC . ..• Lisa Mande works 
in tht: human resources department at 
Children's Memoria l H:ospital in Lincoln 
Park, 111. She is studying to be a personal 
trainer and plans to own her own business 
and go back to school for a degree in exer, 
cise physiology .... Jerry Marris is a senior 
area manager for International Pro.fit 
Associates, a small-business development 
and consulting firm. He and bis wife, Lisa 
Brandt, live in San Diego and spent a 
month backpacking th rough Europe . ... 
Hays (Fraim) Plulrnas wdtes: " lt actually 
snowed on June 5 in Colorado. 1 miss San 
Diego!" •.. Alec Rhodes is in commercial 
real estate with Fuller and Co. in Denver. 
... Juli• [hezar) ftiito works for the Ritz. 
Carlton in Dana Point, Calif. She and her 
husband, Pat, live in Laguna Niguel. ... 
Lari (Shackellard) Sdumenti is a marketing 
analyst with Household Credit Services in 
Salinas, Calif. She writes: " l am working 
on the GM MasterCard (portfolio manage• 
ment) and love it." ... Jadielhem Tahapary 
is a doctoral student of cultural and human 
behavio.r at the CaUforoia School of 
Professional Psychology, San Diego. H e is 
a consultant/trainer for a diversity change 
consulting group and a supervisor with Ace 
P arkJng Management. Jocbethem lives with 
his wife, Julie Otero, and dog, Keiko . ... 
Caroline Walther-Meade earned a J.D. degree 
in international law from Stanford Law 
School i.n 1996. She passed the Bar in 
N ew York in 1996 and in California in 1997. 
Caroline is at Milbank, Tweed, Hadley and 
McCloy, where she specializes in project 
finance with Venezuelan, Mexican and 
Guatemalan infrastructure deals. 
. - ' 
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5 401 Nassau C ircle East 
Englewood, CO 801 JO 
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Margaret Austin graduated from the Loyola 
University, Chicago, School of Law in May 
and beg-.io work at Skadden, Arps, Slate, 
Meagher and Flom in September. ... Amber 
Campbell completed a master's degree in 
public relations and advert ising in 
November 1997. She then vacationed in 
Venezuela, traveled to Washington, D.C., 
for Chris tmas and skied in Park C.i ty, 
Utah, during the New Year's holiday. 
Amber moved to San Francisco, where she 
works for an energy services broker .... 
Fiona Chaney participa ted in the 1998 
California AlDS Ride. On May 31, she 
and 2,600 other bicyclistS began a 576-mile, 
seven-day ride from San Francisco to Los 
Angeles. She writes: "Fellow alumna Erin 
DeSales is a nurse dedicated to helping 
AIDS patients and she was a great source 
of inspiration for this ride." ... Christopher 
Callins lives in Sao Fr-,1ncisco and teaches 
social studies and English at Davidson 
Middle School in San Rafael, Calif . ... Dean 
Cortez earned a master 's degree in education 
at Azusa Pacific University in 'I 997. H e is 
a teacher in the Poway (CaUf.) Unified 
School Distr ict. ... Katy Haugh earned a 
master's degree in social work at Boston 
University in May 1997. ,., Amie Ortman 
is a senior research assistant at Chugai 
Biopharmaceuticals lnc. in San Diego. She 
also volunteers as a rape crisis and domestic 
violence counselor for the Center for 
Community Solutions, and as ao options 
counselor for Planned Parenthood. She is 
applying to graduate programs in genetic 
counseling .... N avy Lt. Kevin Schultz 
passed tl,e exam in April to be a qualified 
engineer at a N avy nuclear plant. lo May, 
be flew out to meet the USS Providence, 
which was in the middle of a six-month 
deployment in the Persian Gulf. Kevin 
took over as the assistant combat systems 
officet" and the quality assurance officec. 
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He writ.es: "I 'm excited about the new 
experience and getting to see the MiddJe 
East and hopefully some of Europe on the 
way back. Hard to believe it's been four 
years since graduation and commissioning. 
1 still miss USD.'' ... Matthew Zeller is in 
medical school at the Western University 
of H ealth Sciences in Pomona, Calif. 
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CLASS CHAIR 
Jennife r McCann Vertetis 
CLASS CORRESPONDENT 
Eric Ludwig 
2240 Eucalyptus Avenue 
Escondido, CA 92029 
e-mail: cmtc7 lb@prodigy.com 
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Jennifer .Abueg is a law student at Golden 
Gate University in San Francisco. '"" 
Stephanie Beckard earned a professional 
certificate in graphic design from Arapahoe 
Community College in 1996. She writes: 
"After living in Colorado for two years, I 
am back in San Diego working ,1s a graphic 
designer/tour coordinator for a company 
that coordinates walking tours in Europe.'' 
... Stephen Bengtson and his wife, Ellen, 
Live in Dallas, where he is an inte rnational 
financial coosultaot with Action Systems 
in Dallas. Steve focuses on South America, 
Mexico and Europe . ... Alison Bray is 
pursuing maste r's and d9ctoral degrees in 
geochemistry at the Univers ity of New 
Hampshire in Durham, N.H. She has par, 
ticipated in several research cruises, includ-
ing four dives on the research submersible, 
Alvin . •.• Louis Canterbury earned a master's 
degree in social work &om SDSU in May. 
... Jenny Cahn graduated from USC with a 
master's degree in socia l work in 1998 . ... 
Joseph Crumly lives in Dallas, whe,e he is 
a consultant foe Organiw tion Resources 
Counselors Inc., an international hu1uan 
resources consulting firm . ... Patrick Dawson 
is a student a t the Loyola University, 
C hicago, School of Medicine .... In April, 
Christopher Dishman completed a master's 
program in public and international affairs 
at the University of Pittsburgh .... Kari 
Fortune is an account manager at Ikon 
Office Solutions in Orange, Calif .... Ann 
Maria Gosling is a cruise coordinator with 
Alaska Sightseeing/Cruise West in Seattle. 
She writes: " l spend my winters in Seattle 
working in the office of the company's 
headquarters. My summers are spent in 
beautiful AJaska, giving lectures on board a 
small passenger boat. I love telling people 
that l am paid to watch humpback whales 
breach. l have a challenging and exciting 
job educating guests about the various 
sitesi wildlife and Alaskan towns. l would 
Ii.kc to earn a master's degree in education 
and teach environmental studies in the 
classrooms and in the field." ... Tlldd Gattliu 
is a public relations specialist with the 
Beck-Ellman Agency in La Mesa, Calif. 
Todd writes: "Before landing this P.R. 
position, I did some traveling through 
Europe and lived in Barcelona, Spain, for 
some time.' ' ... Marcela &ulllTII is a stadeot 
at Thomas Jefferson School of Law . ... 
fuami lfazaltan lived on the Hawaiian 
island of Oahu for more than a year and 
held the title of Miss Kauai 1997. She is 
getting ready for graduate school. Naomi 
traveled to Tahiti in July and bega.n working 
for the Sheraton Kauai Resort at the end of 
July .... Bronwen Janes is a student at the 
Colorado State University Vetednary 
School. ... Erin McAnany works for the 
Eas t Bay Perinatal Coµncil in Oakland, 
Calif,, as a case manager for teen parents 
on welfare. She says she is working closely 
with the welfare reform movement .... 2nd 
Lt. Ryan Millay is stationed at F.E. Warren 
Air Force Base in Cheyenne, Wyo. He fin-
ished the basic officer course at the USAF 
Security Forces Academy, Lackland Air 
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas, and took 
a three~week trip to Europe over the sum-
mer •... Tlldd Maran is a periodicals clerk 
for Borders Books and Music in Overland 
Park, Kan • ... Jana Murray LanH reaches 
piano and is a quality/ISO 9000 coordinator 
at Trend Offset Printing in Los Alamitos, 
Calif . •.. Haney Niata is a real estate associate 
with Mayer Brown & Platt in Santa Fe, 
N.M .... Maria Papa is a senio r consultant 
with KPMG Peat Marwick in Palo Ah o, 
Calif .... Allison Parraca lives in San Diego 
and is applying to gcaduate schools with a 
master's program in public health and an 
emphasis in maternal and child care. She 
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pl,ms to work in a biotechnology firm or in 
the pharmaceutical industry .... Jennifer 
Raighlay is an account manager for PRA 
Destination Management, a special event 
planning firm in San Diego . ..• Jennifer 
(Valadez) 511911 and her husband, Richard, 
live in Laguna Niguel, Calif., where she 
teaches at Crown Valley Elementary School 
... Danial Slavin is pursuing an acting career 
and works as assistant to the president of 
Terry Hines Advertising in Burbank, Calif. 
... Wendy Suhatidl traveled in Europe for a 
year and a half after graduating from USD. 
She lived in New York for a time and 
moved to San Francisco in February .... 
Janet (Rae) Vandenburg is a medical student 
at Nova Southeastern University in Fort 
Lauderdale, Fla .... Connie Van Kirk is a 
fourth-grade teacher at Singing H ills 
Elementary School in Parker, Colo. She 
bought a condominium in Highlands Ranch. 
. .. J. Tyler Wilson was promoted to 1s t 
lieutenant in the U.S. Army in January. H e 
is the tank company executive officer at 
Fort Wood, Texas. 
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Rilha Ballkert (M.S.N.) attended the 1998 
National Nurse Practitioner Summit in 
Washington, D.C. Ritba is a family n.urse 
practitioner from Utica, Miss. At the 
summit, she met with Sen. Trent Lott and 
other legislators and legislative aides to dis-
cuss many issues, including the detrimental 
effect the Balanced Budget Ac t could have 
on patients in Mississippi .... Cathy Cravens 
(M.Ed.) is pursuing a master's degree in 
special education at the University of 
Louisville. She is a resource teacher at 
North Hardin High School in Radcliff, Ky. 
... l n July 1997, Kann Fritz (D,N.Sc.) 
attended the ''Nursing in the Neighborhood" 
summer institute at Northeastern University 
in Boston. She is des igning a community-
centered nursing curriculum for senior 
students at Augustana College in Sioux 
Falls, S.D .... Rulh Hartigan (M.Ed.) is 
working on a resource specialist certificate 
.ind looking for a teaching position closer 
to borne. She lives in Cardiff, Calif., and is 
a teacher in the Escondido Unified School 
District .... Lisa Haehla (M.B.A.) is a pro-
gra=er/analyst for Intuit lac. in San Diego 
and reaches night classes in accounting at 
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local community colleges .. She has traveled 
to Spain, Portugal and Gibralter . ... Maenal 
Kalkar (M.B.A.) lives with her husband, 
Krishnu, in Camarillo, Calif., where she 
put her project management skills to work 
on a major remodel and landscaping 0£ 
their new house .... Suanne Madlanata 
(Ed.O.) is coordinator of the Professional 
and Graduate School Advising Career 
Services Center at UCSD. Lately, Suzanne 
traveled to family reunions, took a five-
week cross-country car trip and reports 
that her son became engaged. She also is a 
member of the USO School of Educat ion 
alumni board .... Valeska McDonald-Munaz 
(M.Ed.) is on child-rearing leave from her 
career as a bilingual special education 
teacher for severely emotionally disturbed 
young men. Valeska and her husband, Efrain, 
live in Arlington, Va. They have two sons, 
ages 3 and 1 .... Camillll Damalaan Michal 
(M.Ed.) and her husband, Whit, live in Kent, 
Wash. Camille is a full-time mom to their 
daughter, Chtistianne, and their second child, 
born in June . ... lil'llfl Parsons (M.B.A.) 
works for Cutler-Hammer Automation in 
Kirkland, Wash. He is an automation sales 
manager responsible for sales in Washington, 
Alaska, northern Idaho and western 
Montana .... Amy Rosen (J.D.) is an associ-
ate at Stephenson Worley Garratt Schwartz 
Heidel & Prairie in Sao Diego. She practices 
higher education law .... Sl■fan Van der 
Ste■n (M.B.A.) is a product manager for 
the portables division of Compaq Computer 
Corp. in Houston. Branda [MacRary) Van 
der Steen '94 is in the North American 
sales communications division of Compaq. 
Tbey have been traveling to Belgium for 
family visits and skiing in Austria for the 
holidays . •.• lvani Vassaler (M.A.) is working 
on ber Ph.D. dissertation on international 
development at the Uni.versity of Maryland, 
Department of Government and Politics, 
She and her husband, Lad Froelich, Live in 
Silver Spring, Md .... Leland W1■Sllllll' (J.D.) 
is an associate with Fin{legan, Henderson, 
Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, an international 
intellectual property firm with a new office 
in Palo Alto, Calif .... Amanda Lee Wamack 
(M.Ed.) is student activities program adviser, 
Greek life, at USD. She writes: "It was great 
to return to the department where 1 had my 
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Michael Bemards left TRW in Los Angeles 
to help Starr a new company in San Francisco 
with Brad Si:huder '97. Michael works out 
of his home in Pacifica, Calif .... Joy Deutsch 
returned to San Diego after living in Boston 
for two years. She was promoted 10 a man-
agerial position at Great-West Employee 
Benefits and is respons ible for sales and 
marketing for the San Diego region .... 
Allyson Dikdan is an associations pricing 
manager at the H ertz Corp. world head-
quarters in Park Ridge, N.J. She reports 
that she is looking into graduate school .... 
In August, Jason Eberl, his wife, Jennifer 
Vines, and their infant daughter, August 
Claire, moved to St. Louis, where Jason has 
a four-year fellowship at St. Louis University 
to study for a Ph.D. in T homistic/Aris-
totelian philosophy .... 2nd Lt. Timothy 
Flaherty graduated from the U.S. Army 
Ranger School in April 1997 and is doing 
a rotation through the Jungle Operations 
Training Center in Panama .... Mark 
Gallagher entered the Pepperdine University 
School of Law in August I 997 .... Jessica 
Haught is a tbird-grade teacher at Edison 
Elementary School in San Diego. She 
bought a townhouse in C~rlsbad and got a 
dog .... Elizabeth Khan comple ted and 
passed all parts of the certified public 
accountant exam in November 1997. She 
is an accountant with Wasson Scotti & 
Murray in Long Beacb, Calif .... Jennifer 
[Barla) Knn is an administrator with Aris 
Corp. in Bellevue, Wash. She and her hus-
band, Micah, live in Seattle. Jennifer also is 
io a band called Pure H eart, which will be 
going on tour in about two years . ... Kelly 
Mi:Geehan is a first-year law student at the 
U nivers ity of Notre Dame. Sbe writes: "I 
am very sad to leave San Diego and all of 
my friends, but I 'm sure this will be an 
awesome experience for me. 1 am happy 
that Notre Dame is a small, pr ivate 
Catholic. school just like USD.'' ... Amie 
McMullin is a child development case man-
ager with .Perinatal Treatment Services io 
Seattle. She is applying to graduate programs 
in clinical psychology .... Edward Messina 
traveled to Germany, France and the 
Nethedands and is now working for 
Enterprise in El Cajon, Calif ..•. llarish 
Pnba lives in Palm Beach, Fla., earned a 
registered nurse certification and is an 
assistant supervising nurse at the Mother 
of Mercy Hospital. Next year, Harish will 
work in an isolated mountain hospital in 
Guam with tbe Peace Corps . ... Sarah While 
works a t Fidelity lovestments in Windham, 
N .H .... Omar Za'■nnll' lives in Burlingame, 
Calif., where be is an inte rnational account 
executive with United Parcel Service. 
r:RADW.. r! 1\HD J.A BC UJOJ. \LUM J 
David Bayd (J.O.) is an associate attorney 
with Mil berg Weiss in San Diego . ... 
Marine Major Michael Kannan (M.B.A.) 
was promoted to his present rank while 
serving with the Headquarters and Service 
Company in Bridgeton, Mo ...• Danis■ Loa 
(J.D.) has u ndergone intensive study of 
Mandarin C hinese in H ong Kong and 
B eijing, China .... Bary Slaven (J.D.) 
earned an LL.M. degree in taxation from 
New York University in May 1997. H e is 
an associate attorney with Branton, Wilson 
& Mun s in San Diego . ... Lt. j.g. Daug)u 
St■ph■ftll (M.B.A.) is a medi.cal service 
corps officer with tbe U .S. N avy. H e was 
commissioned aboard the destroyer USS 
John Paul Jones by Navy Vice Admiral 
James Stockdale, His wife, Lisa St■ph■ns 
(M.S.N.), graduated from USO in 
December 1997 and joined him in 
Okinawa, Japan. 
CLASS CHAIR 
Greg Joh nson 
CLASS CORRESPONDENT 
Colleen Engel 
10062 Paseo Montril, #509 
San Diego, CA 92129 
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Mark Adams is working toward a Ph.D. in 
organic chemistry at the University 0£ 
Pennsylvania. His main interest is cancer 
research .... Adam Ball is on a fund- raising 
road t rip by car from the northernmost 
town in North America to tbe southern-
most town in South America. H e and two 
friends started their rrip on Aug. 14 from 
Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, and plan to arrive on 
D ec. 20 in Tierra del Fuego, Chile. The 
primary purpose of the trip, which the 
three friends have named "Journey of the 
Americas," is to raise money for three pro-
ject sites and World Concern, a Christian 
development organization that is helping 
coordinate the venture. T he three project 
sites are: Seattle Urban Academy, an alter• 
native high school; T he N ational Indian 
Youth Leadership Project in Gallup, N.M., 
an extension of AmeriCorps on the N avajo 
R eservation; and The Rainbow Network, 
a World Concern project in Managua, 
N icaragua, that focuses on health care, 
housing, education and micro-enterprise loans. 
T heir goal is to r.iise $ 100,000, to be split 
evenly among the three projects and World 
Concern. Anyone in terested in following 
their progress can check their Web site at 
http://www.worldconcem.org/jo~ ey/jour-
ney.htm . ... Nical■ 8utbm lives io Alexandria, 
Va., and is preparing to return to school to 
become a physician's assistant. She is cur-
rently a medical assistant for an oral surgeon. 
... Christin■ Daigla is a staff accountant 
with Jack White & Co. in Sao Diego and 
is preparing for the certified public accoun-
tant exam, , .. Kally llawud is a stockbroker 
with Dean Witter in Oakland, Calif . ... 
Miduill■ Jankins is a law student at the 
University of San Francisco . ... Julia La 
Ball■ is coordinator of youth ministries at 
St. Francis Church in Vista, Calif. After 
graduation, she vacationed in Hawaii with 
roommates Malia Andagan '98, Jan 
Ml:Mahan, H■idi Ambros■ and Pal S■ni:ian, 
-- Bryan L•• is pursuing a master's 
degree in education with a psychological 
emphasis at Pepperdin£ University .... 
James MalDn■y 1s working toward an inter-
national M.B,A. degree in Barcelona, 
Spain • ... Lonna llruca works at the San 
Diego County Hispanic Chamber of 
Commerce .... Natalia Spruill is a student 
II !i ft MAGIil 
at the San Francisco College of Osteopathic 
Medicine . ... Alisan StllWU't is a student at 
Mc.George School o( Law in San Francisco. 
... Malissa (Levay) WaHers started a news-
paper called The Portland/Metro Crusader, 
an anti-crime paper tbat features articles 
from local law enforcement, pictures of 
missing children and pictures of local fugi-
tives, She lives in Beaverton, Ore., with 
her husband, Matt. -· Ned Wdliamsan lives 
in Dana Point, Calif. , and works for a 
management consulting firm in information 
technology strategic planning. He reports 
that bis job involves a lo t of travel. 
ORA!JUAT lND LAW SCHOUL Ul-tdl 
¥incant PisanD (M.A.) and his wife, Kristan 
(Add■a) Pisano (M.A.), moved from San 
D iego back to New York, where Vincent is 
Looking for a counseling position. H e has 
been doing some substitute work. Vincent 
writes: "We may move on to northern 
Virginia if nothing happens here." .. , 
Carolyn Puzalla lives in Acton, Mass., 
where she took the Massachusetts Bar exam 
in February . ... Jannilff Shnn-Alcazar 
(M.Ed.) and her husband, Alejandro, live 
in San Diego, where Jennifer is raising 
their 1-year-old daughter. 
9& 
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UND!RORAIIOffl"E ALUMNI 
Hadel Alshmnsi plans to attend graduate 
school at USO , USC or California State 
U niversity, Long Beach. lie writes: ''I'm 
looking forward to being back in school. l 
really miss U SO.'' ... Tricia Sparks and h er 
fiance, Dan Hawl■H '91, botb have jobs in 
advertising in Las Vegas, N ev. Tricia is an 
account coordinator fot Shonkwiler-
Marcoux Advertising & Public Relations, 
and Dan works at Scope Magatine. 
MARRIAGES 
Please note that USO Magazine does nut 
print engagement infonnation. 'While alumni 
are encournged to send infom1atio11 about 
thefr rrwrriages, due to space considerations, 
wedding photographs are no longer beini 
published. 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMHJ 
Vara Panlavich '85 married Bart Fisher on 
Oct. 25, 1997, in San Francisco. Vera is in 
field marketing with MCI and the couple 
live in Sao Jose .... Charles Gehring '87 
married his wife, Christine, on Dec. 6 at 
Saints Peter and Paul Church in San 
Fmncisco. After honeymooning in Barcelona, 
Spain, the couple returned home to Walnut 
Creek, Calif. Cbades is a portfolio manager 
for Insight Capital, a Bay area investmen t 
firm specializing in growth s tocks. , .. David 
Kingslay '87 and his wife, Crystal, were 
married on Aug. 3, 1996, in Pasadena, 
Calif. David is a sales manager ,vith John 
H ancock Lifetime Insurance Services in 
San Diego .... James Buber 'BB married 
Karel Odell 1m Oct. 4, 1997, at The 
lmmaculata Church. James earned his 
M.D. degree in l 993 from the University 
of Nevada and is a resident physician at the 
University of Nevada School of Medicine 
i.o Las Vegas .... Kathryn Jlfflisla '88 married 
C raig Davis on May 2. The couple live in 
New York City. Kathryn ls a flight attendant 
with United Airlines •... Cynthia Pitchinne 
'BB and Jack Kratochvil '8& were wed on 
March 28 i.n Palm Springs, Calif. Cindy is an 
advertising manager witb Secure H orizons 
and Jack is a product marketing manager 
with United Medical Systems. The couple 
live in Orange County, Calif .... Kiersten 
Schwnnb '88 married Adrian Light on Jan. 
8. Kiersten is the regional purchasing man-
ager at Nelson-Marlborough Health. The 
couple live in Nelson, South lsland, New 
Zealand .... Greg Tibbitts '89 and Janell 
Galik '95 were married on May 16 at 
Founders Chapel. Both Greg and Janell are 
certified public accountants with Ernst and 
Young in Sao Diego .... Brian Wink '90 and 
his wife, C herie, were wed on April 18 at 
Founders Chapel. Brian is a financial sp~ 
cialist. The couple live in Sao Diego .... 
2& 
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Joleen Meakin '91 married Jonathan Fixley 
on May 21 at Founders Chapel. Joleen is a 
physician at St. Joseph Hospital in Omaha, 
Neb .... Manha Munm '91 and Scott Quigley 
were wed on Jan. 31. The reception was 
held at the Ritz-Carlton, Huntington Hotel 
in Pasadena, Calif. Martha is an assistant 
manager of trade advertising for Tiffany & 
Co, in New York .... Stephen Bushey '92 
married his wife, Joey Michelle, nn May 16 
at Founders Chapel. Stephen is a television 
production assistant for ESPN .... Heidi 
Girardnl '92 and Nick lihiseW '92 were 
married in July in Denver .... Amy Hartwig 
'92 ma.rried Jim Anderson in August 1997. 
They live in Silverthorne, Colo., where Amy 
is pursuing a degree in radiologic technology. 
... Danielle Sherman '92 and Ron Kaplan 
were wed on Feb. I , 1997. Danielle is senior 
accountant w ith M olecular Simulations 
loc. in San Diego .... Mary Van Der Ziel '92 
married Tom Lundregan on Nov. 29 in 
Chula Vjsta, Calif. Mary graduated from 
The American University in 1995 with a 
master's degree in peace and conflict reso-
lution. For her job, Mary spent two weeks 
in January 1996 in the Middle East viewing 
the Palestinian elections and interviewing 
Yasser Ar:ifat and several other prominent 
Palestinians. Mary 'is a systems analyst for 
SAIC, and she and her husband live in 
Springfield, Va .... Kristin CnWns '93 and 
Dan Walkins '93 were married on Aug. 29 
in Coronado, Calif. Kristin is a marketing 
director foe PriceSmart in San Diego. She 
also started a business on the lntemet 
called Smart Business Strategies. Dao works 
for Arthur Anderson in San Diego .... 
Thomas Keegan '93 a nd Jennifer 
Hendricker '97 were married on Feb. 28. 
They live in San Diego, where Tom is an 
accountant with C ubit Corp. and Jen is an 
accountant with SDG&E . ... William 
Washam '93 wed his wife, Tisha, on April 
19. William is vice pres ident of marketing 
and sales for C&M Transfer of San Diego 
Inc .... Jolie Walliams '93 married Paul 
Augustine on May 9 in Santa Barbara, 
Calif. T he couple live in Burbank .... 
Douglas Dislelralh '95 married his wife, 
Rachel, on Oct. l 0, I 997, in St. Louis. 
Douglas is a senior project engineer with 
The Boeing Co. in St. Louis .... Irene 
nnres '95 married H ojin Kyung on Feb. 7 
U S D M l G A 1 N t 
in The lmmaculata Church. Irene is .a 
branch manage r for Wells Fargo Bank in 
Sun City, Calif .... Shawn Gaylord '95 wed 
Doug Coats on March 13, 1997. The couple 
honeymooned in H awaii. They work 
together selling real estate for Coldwell 
Banker Success ReaJty in Mesa, Ariz .... 
Jennifer McCann '95 ,ind Thomas Verletis 
'94 were married on Aug. 9, 1997, by 
Father Barry Vinyard. Jennifer earned a 
master's degree and is director of strategic 
developroeot for an online brokerage firm 
in l selin, N.J. Tom graduated from Villanova 
Law School, passed the Bar exam and is 
clerking for a c ivil and a criminal judge. 
Jennifer writes: "Things ace going well but 
we miss life on the hill!" ... Eileen Peaper 
'95 (M.Ed. '96) married Joe Krock on 
Aug. 2, I 997, and the couple honeymooned 
in Tahiti. Eileen taught kindergarten for a 
year at Cabrillo Elementary. The couple 
moved to Chicago in September l 997 so 
Joe can finish a doctoral degree at the 
University of Chicago. Eileen took a leave of 
absence from teaching and is alumni rela-
tions coordinator at the Kellogg School of 
Management at Northwestero University. 
... Katherine Sniffen '95 (M.Ed. '97) married 
Michael Stone on Aug. 8. She is an English 
teacher at Rancho Bernardo High School. 
... Tara Steinle '95 and Daniel PDDle '95 
were wed in O ctober 1997. Tara is an 
account executive at Shaodwick Public 
R elations in New York City .... Chris 
While '95 married Jolene Saenz on April 
25 at Founders Chapel. Chris plans to pllr• 
sue a master's degree in education at USD. 
. .. Stefanie Hayes '9& married Stephen 
O'Connell on July 25 at Founders Chapel. 
Stefanie is a teaching assistant in Calabasas, 
Calif .... Sara Schifinn '9& wed Aaron King 
on Apr il 12, 1997. The couple live in 
Flagstaff, Ariz., where Sara is working toward 
certification in secondary education and a 
master's degree in bilingual/multicultural 
education . ... Amy Bistline '97 and Ray 
Guidi '9S were married in May. Amy is a 
fifth-grade teacher at St. James Academy 
in Del Mar, C:,lif ... , Danielle Di Bari '97 
married Cha_r\es Puhl o.o July 5, 1997, and 
the couple honeymooned in Cancun, Mexico. 
In August J 997, they moved to Boston, 
where Danielle is a receptionist .it the 
Copely Pia.a H otel .... Christine PilU '97 
married Lt j.g. William Butler in December. 
T he couple moved to Texas from January 
through April and now live in Pensacola, Fla. 
Christine completed a teaching credential 
program at St. Mary's College in Moraga, 
Calif .... Michael Smilh '97 and Annick 
Gillat '98 were wed on June 7 at Founders 
Chapel. Michael is a software engineer for 
Vis icom and Annick is working toward a 
high school teaching credential. 
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI 
Greg Olsan '95 (J.D.) and Heather 
Sandelman '96 (J.D.) were married in May . 
... TDmsan Ong '96 (LL.M.) married Inger 
Armour on Feb. 21 and the couple live in 
Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif. Tomson is a 
judge in the Long Beach Municipal Court. 
BIRTHS 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
Christapher Reda '74 (M.B.A. ' 78) and his 
wife, Dawn, celebrated the arrival of their 
first child, Liam Christian, on May 20, 
1997. The family li.ves in Seattle . ... 
Heather Adelhelm '83 and her husband, 
Ron, welcomed their third child, James 
Robert, on May 2. H e joins Stirling, 11, 
and Victoria, 7. The family lives in Boca 
Raton, Fla .... Diane (Clark) Bacan '83 and 
her husband, Mark, were blessed with the 
birth of a son, Luke Anthony, on Aug. 8, 
1997. Diane is a district manager for Blue 
Shield of Califomia. The family lives in La 
Jolla, Calif .... Jaseph Cannally '83 and his 
wife, Donna, send news of a son, Justin 
Patrick, bom on Jan. 29. Justin joins older 
sister, Brynne Kathleen, who was born on 
June 6, 1996. Joseph works for Merrill 
Lynch in Boston .... Bill Hagan '84 and his 
wife, Michelle, announce the birth of a 
daughter, Haley Marie, on Aug. 9, 1997, 
in Monterey, Calif. Bill is president of 
Wide World of Golf in Carmel . ... Taresa 
(Tl'aylDr) Ouenta '85 and her husband, 
Tommy, welcomed their first child, Claire 
Marguerite, on Nov. 4, 1997 .... Navy Lt. 
Cmdr. Tina (Van Haak) Swalluw '85 and 
her husband, Chandler, were blessed with 
the birth of a son, Robert Chandler, on 
Sept. 22, 1997. Tina is currently assigned 
to the staff of the commander, U.S. 
Lia Mdlmdals '18, Pilar 11a1Jsr 'II and Amy Calhnn 'BB 
LIVING IN THE MOMENT 
L isa McDa niels ' 98 stood before the thousands of fellow graduates, family and friends packed into Toren> Stadium, 
leaned Into the microphone, and told them, 
"Ufe is a journey, not a destination. If you 
travel too fast, always anticipating that final 
destination, you will miss all the adventures 
along the way." 
McDaniels was undergraduate valedic-
torian at May's commencement ceremony 
and seized the moment to share one of her 
most treasured life lessons. She admits she 
often caught herself looking ahead to the 
weekend, the next vacation and fina lly grad-
uation during her four years of college. That 
anticipation, she says, would keep her from 
doing the things that make a day special -
taking time to laugh and daydream, watching 
the sunset from W est Point Field, listening 
to the waves In La Jo lla, or hugging her 
younger brother. 
In these moments, she says her father's 
spirit filled her heart and reminded her of 
what's important. 
"When I was 11 , my dad passed away," 
she says. " I've done a lot of growing through 
that and learned to appreciate life to the 
fullest." 
McDanle ls' adve ntures at Alcala Park 
Included volunteer work through the 
accounting society, a leadership position 
with lntervanlty Christian Fellowship, study 
abroad in Guadalajara, Mexico, and hours of 
talks with he r best friends Amy Calhoun '98, 
PIiar Holley '98 and Christina Westler '98. 
U S D M A O A Z N £ 
" Next to my family, Christina, Amy 
and Pilar have been my encouragement and 
support through some of the greatest and 
most difficult times these last four years," 
she says. 
The accounting major realized her 
junior year that she had a shot at valedicto-
rian. But McDaniels quickly dismissed the 
thought, refusing to get so caught up in 
str.ught A grades that she would forget to 
enjoy the journey to commencement day. 
"I got my hopes up in high school about 
being valedictorian, and didn't find out until 
a week before graduation that it wouldn't 
happen," McDaniels says. " It just wasn't any 
fun. I didn't want to do that again." 
The modest and soft-spoken 22-year-
old took little t.ime to rest on her laurels. 
After graduation, McDaniels t raveled in 
Europe for a month, t hen returned to San 
Diego for work and school. She's taking a 
study course for the C .P.A. exam, and in 
September started as a staff auditor at 
Deloitte and Touche. 
McDanie ls is from Escondido in North 
San Diego County, and enjoyed living at 
home again t his summer. After all, what 
better place to hang out with her brother 
and smell the chocolate chip cookies that 
her mom still bakes? She is currently living 
in San Diego with roommates. 
" Happiness is found in the moments of 
each day, in the people we meet along the 
way, in the kindness t hat we show," she told 
the crowd atTorero Stadium. 
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Atlantic Fleet, in Norfolk, Va .... Spencer 
Webster '85 aod Denise (lngWersen) 
Webster '85 celebrated the birth of their 
first child, James Dylaa, on Feb. 5. 
Spencer works for Oracle Corp. in Costa 
Mesa, Calif. ... Nara [Harmsen) Middleton 
'8& and her husband, Richard, announce 
the birth of a son, Cole Michael, on Feb. 
11. Cole was baptized at Founders Chapel 
on March 26. His godfather is Michael 
Harmsen '73 and his godmother is Noelle 
Chartiar '8& . ... Anna (Hernandaz) Sanzo 
'87 (M.A.T. '92) and her husband, Joseph, 
welcomed their second son, Wyatt ffowk, 
on March 10. Their first son, Jack Taylor, 
i.s l. The family moved to Divide, Colo., 
during the summer .... Christa 
(Schmuttannair) Dranchak '88 and her hus-
band, Stephen, celebrated the birth of a 
daughter, Katarina Maria, on May 2. The 
family lives in Germany, where Stephen is 
stationed at Ramstein Air Force Base .... 
BW Parrott '88 and his wife, Tonya, send 
news of their first child, H annah Elizabeth, 
born on May 23. B iJl works for Morgan 
Stanley/Dean Witter in Hartford, Conn .... 
Chiara (Squeo) Cicalese '89 and her husband, 
Ronald, announce the birth of their first 
child, Anthony Francesco, on Jan. 1 1. The 
family lives in San Diego .... Joa Duarta 
'89 and his wife, Sandra, welcomed a 
daughter, Ashley N icole, wbo joins an 
older sister, Alexandra Rae, and brother, 
Zachary Joseph. Joe is a business analyst 
for a pharmaceutical company in lrvine, 
Calif .... Wdliam Tracy Hamby '90 and his 
wife, J ana, welcomed a daughter, Margaret 
Lauren , on July 18, 1997. H e is a deputy 
district attorney for the Tulare County 
District Attorney's Office in Visalia, Calif. 
H e was recently assigned to the auto theh 
unit with the special prosecution division. 
The family is building a new house .... 
Sheri (Gess) Kemp '90 and ber husband, 
Scott, celebrated tbe birth of a son, 
Nathaniel Scott, in January. Sheri complet-
ed a master's degree in religious educatfon 
at The Catholic U niversity of America in 
Washington, D.C. The famil y lives in 
Woodbridge, Va .... Christina (Johnson) 
L.ambardo '91 (M.Ed. '93) and her husband, 
Michael, celebrated the birth of a son, 
Tristan Michael, on Jan. 29 .... Krissie 
(Devericks) Fowlar '93 and her husband, 
2& 
Mike, anuouncl'! the birth of tbcir Grst child, 
Joshua Dean, on May 4. Krissie is an 
accountant with American Express in 
Phoenix, Ariz .... Mishalle Cruz-Patty 
Scragg '93 and her husband, Tony, wel-
comed their first child, Anthony Richard, 
on July 27, 1997, who was born on Guam. 
Their second son was born io September 
on the island of Saipan in tl1e northern 
Marianas. Mishelle earned a master's degree 
in education admin istration and supervision 
from the University of Guam in June 1.997. 
... Elizabeth [MacKay) Valley '94 and her 
husband, Jeff, celebrated d1e arrival of 
their first child, Matthew William, on Oct. 
9, 1997. The family moved from San Diego 
to Washington, D ,C., where "Elizabeth is a 
full-time mom .... Cheryl MDITis-Dennish '95 
and her husband, George, welcomed a son 
in May. The family lives ia Del Mar, Calif. 
... Christine Willis 195 and her husband, 
Paul, announce the birth of a son, Tristan, 
on Dec. 13, 1996. The family lives in State 
College, Pa .... Matt Rudar '9& and Gabby 
[Hamandezj Rudar '97 were blessed with a 
son, N icholas Allen, on June 13, I 997. They 
own their own business, Screenmobile, in 
Orange County, Calif. 
GRADUATE AHO LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI 
Larraina Thomson-Ames '87 (M.B.A.) and 
her busband, Steve, welcomed identical twin 
girls on March 26. Lorraine is a region man, 
.1ger for Hewlett-Packard Co. in Fullerton, 
Calif. ... JW (Fedennan) Raichwald '89 
(M.B.A.) and ber husband, Jefftey, celebrated 
the birth of their first child, Nicole Bari, 
on Dec, I 7. Jill owos her own marketing 
consulting firm, R e ichwald Marketers, ia 
Santa Monica, Calif .... Lana Wabb '89 
(J.D.) and Mary (Arenzana) Wabb '91 
(M.S.N.) announce the birth of their sec-
ond child, Alana Emily1 on July 20, 1997, 
at Mercy Hospital in San Diego. Lane 
recently was named a partner at Lewis, 
D'Amato, Brisbois & Bisgaard. Mary 
works part time at Mercy H ospital. ... Dena 
(Higgins) Conrad 191 (M.B.A.) and ber 
husband, Kurt, welcomed a son, Jonathan 
Gabriel, on Feb. 26. Jo nathan joios old.e r 
sisters Laurel, 6, and Madison, 2. The 
family lives in Monterey, Calif .... Torrey 
(Hartless) Hayes '93 and her husband, 
Gregory, celebrated the birth of a son, 
Tucker Franklin, on Jan. 29. The couple 
U ! D N t 
also have a 4-year-old daughter, Connell 
Kacl1erine .... David Agran '95 (M.Ed.) and 
his wi{e, Viola St. Pierre, celebrated tbe 
arrival of their second child, Sonnet Rose, 
on Aug. 111 1997. David is a training/ 
development specialist for Solar Turbines 
in. San Diego .... Maggi■ (Bargar) Curiel '95 
(M.B.A.) and ber busband, Robe~to, send 
news of a daughter, R ebecca Isabel, born 
on March 20. Maggie works for Hotel 
Coral & Marina in Ensenada, M exico .... 
Paula Goleta '95 (M.A.) and her husband, 
David Poirier, welcomed a son, lan David, 
on Jan. 17. Paula is a teacher at tbe 
Sweetwater Learning Center in National 
City, Calif . ... Thomas McCoy 197 (M.Ed.) 
and bis wifo, E rika, celebnited the birth of 
Curran Law on Dec. 23. Thomas is assis-
tant principal at Hueneme High School in 
Oxnard, Calif . 
IN MEMORIAM 
Monsignor Charles Dallen, founding librarian 
at the San D iego College for Men, died 
June 5 of complications from pneumonia. 
H e was 72. A native of Rochester, N.Y., 
Monsignor Dollen attended Immaculate 
Heart Seminary ia El Cajon, Calif., and 
in 1954 was ordained a priest io the San 
Diego Diocese. Two years after becoming 
a priest, he was named Hbrari.an at the 
College for Men. During the 1960s, he 
served at Bles~ed Sacrament and St Louise 
de Marillac. Monsignor Dollen was the 
founding pastor of St. Gabriel's parish in 
San Diego and served there from 1973 
until his retirement in 1996. He was t he 
author of 48 books, a columnist for The 
P,·iest magazine and a book reviewer, often 
for Catholic: News Sewice, A funeral Mass 
was held on June 10, at which Bishop 
Robert Brom was the principal celebrant. 
Bishop Brom was joioed by Moo.signor 
Dollen's brother, Father Bernard Dollen of 
New York. 
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DVEMBER 
Institute far Christian Ministries. "Movie 
Theology: T hinking Christianly About 
Contemporary Film and Cinema," Glen G. 
Scorgie, Ph.D. Continues Monday, 
Nov. 9., 7-9 p.m., Serra Hall 210. Fee. 
(619) 260-4784. 
3 
An Evaning al Piano Trias. Works by 
Beethoven, Arensky and Tchaikovsky. 8 p.m., 
French Parlor, Founders Hall. Fee. (619) 
260-2280. 
?I 
Institute far Christian Minisbias. "Where 
Do I F it ln? A Ministry Search Process," 
Annice Callahan, R.S.C.J., Ph.D. 9 a.m.-
1 p.m., Maher Hall 205. Fee. (619) 260-
4784. 
Alumni Series: Sala Piano Recital. Work 
by Prokofiev, Rachmaninov, Chopin and 
Mozart. 2 p.m., French Parlor, Founders 
Hall. Fee. (619) 260-2280. 
0,,12 
Bask111hall Tipaff Dinners. Hear coaches 
Brad Holland and Kathy Marpe of the 
men's and women's basketball teams speak 
about the upcoming season. The women's 
Torero Tipoff Dinner will be at 6 p.m., Nov. 
10, in Hahn University Center's Facu lty/ 
Staff Dining Room. The men's dinner will be 
at 6 p.m,, Nov. 12, in the Hahn University 
Center Forum. For information/reservations, 
cal.I (619) 260-5917. 
:1...2 
Founders Day. 5 p,m. Mass, Founders 
Chapel. (619) 260-6866. 
14 
Master al Fine Aris Production. A Winte1''s 
Ta!e, Shakespeare's romantic fantasy. 
Continues Nov. 15, 16, 18, 19, 20 and 21. 
8 p.m., Sacred Heart HaU. Contact Paul 
Mamet, Old Globe Theatre, 231-1941, ext. 
2131 for ticket information. 
Pastgame Foalhall Recaptian. 
Complimentary food and drink for the final 
regular home football game against the 
University of Dayton. Follows 7 p.m. game. 
Football meeting room, Torero Stadium 
concourse. (619) 260-4803. 
17 
Certificate in Direct Marketing, "Internet 
Marketing." Continues Thursday, Nov. 
19., 6-9:30 p.m., Manchester Executive 
Conference Center. Fee. (6 19) 260-4231. 
:&. 
Family Business Institute Executive 
BreakJast. ''Is Health and Wellness an 
log[' client for You.r Successful Family 
Bu iness? Learn That an Apple a Day May 
Not Keep the Doctor Away," 7:30-10 
a.m., Manchester Executive Conference 
Center. Fee. (619) 260-4231. 
Certificale in Event Management. "Best 
Practices in Event Management." 6-9 p.m. 
Continues Thursday, Nov. 19, 9 a.m to 5 
p.m., Manchester Executive Conference 
Center. Fee. (619) 260-4231. 
Graduate Business Alumni Assaciatian. 
"Electric Utility Deregulation: Who 
Controls Your Lights?" Sao Diego G.is & 
Electric. 7:30-9 a.m., Hahn University 
Cente[" Faculty/Staff Dining Room. $10. 
(619) 260-4819. 
20 
Ahlers Center For International Businass 
Break.las! Series. ''Marketing in China," 
Debbie Miller, The Golden Tdangle 
Organization. 7:30-9 a.m., Hahn 
University Center Faculty/Staff Dining 
Room. Fee. (619) 260-4896. 
22 
USD Symphany Fall Concert. Directed by 
Angela Yeung. 2 p.m., Shiley T heatre. Fee. 
(619) 260-2280. 
23 
Thanksgiving Mass. 5 p.m., Founders 
Chapel. 
2 
USO Choral Scholars Cancart. Directed by 
Virginia Sublett. Noon, Shiley Theatre. 
F ree. (619) 260-2280. 
DECEMBER 
1 
Certificate in Direct Marketing. "How to 
Start a Mail Order Business." Continues 
Thursday, Dec. J.,6-9:30 p.m., Manchester 
Executive Conference Center. Fee. 
(619) 260-4231. 
USO Community Chair Chrishnas Concert. 
8 p.m., Founders Chapel. Fee. (619) 260-
2280. 
USD Undergraduate Student Production. 
"Act Anon Presents ... " Contemporary one-
acts, scenes and music. Repeats Saturday, 
Dec. 5., 8 p.m., Shiley Theatre. Free. 
260-2280. 
u a M G A Z M I: 
s 
1998 Turera Tipall. Pregame barbecue 
and halftime presentation, men's basketball 
vs. University of Texas. 7 p.m., Sports 
Arena. Fee. (619) 260-4803. 
a 
Alumni Mass. 7:30 p.m., Founders Chapel. 
Mas es also will be celebrated simultaneously 
in Lo Angeles, Orange County, Phoenix 
and Sao Francisco. Contact the Office of 
Alumni Relations (800) 248-4873, ext, 7, 
for details. 
USD Chamber Music and Falk Music 
Ensemhlas. Angela Yeung and Merja Soria, 
directors. 8 p.m., French Parlor, Founders 
Hall. Fee. (619) 260-2280. 
10 
Stud11nls Recital H. Noon, French Parlor, 
Founders Hall. Recital Ill will be at 2 
p.m., Dec. 13, Shiley Theatre. Free. 
(619) 260-2280. 
1& 
Ahlers Canter lntamatianal Business 
Breakfast Seri11s. "Investing in China," 
Robert Johnson, USO professor of 
economics, Padro Marca( and Nicholas 
Applegate. 7:J0-9 a.m., Hahn University 
Center Faculty/Staff Dining Room. Fee. 
(619) 260-4896. 
JANUARY 
Pr11sidanl's Dinner. Alice B. Hayes honors 
significant philanthropic efforts and 
involvement with the University of San 
Diego. Call (619) 260-4639 for more 
information. 
19 
Law Schaal Classes Begin. (619) 260-4528. 
FEBRUARY 
5 
AD-Faith Service. Noon, The lmmaculata 
Church. (619) 260-4735 . 
EVENTS ON THE WEB 
Check out the listing of USO fine arts 
and special events on USD's Web ite 
at http://www.acusd.edu. Click 
the news and events button on the 
home page for a listing of the events 
for the month. 
29 
R obert Cromer's summer break was anything but a vacation. The USO 
graduate student spent 70 consecu-
tive days riding the Giant Dipper roller 
coaster at San Diego's Belmont Park. 
Cromer, 30, and 21 other contestants 
boarded the coaster on June 30 with their 
eyes on a $50,000 prize for the rider who 
lasted the longest. Staged by Star 100. 7, 
a San Diego radio station, the "Whirl 'Til 
You Hurl II" contest was the talk of the 
town as San Diegans picked their favorite 
rider and cheered them through the hot 
days and long nights (the contestants had to 
sleep on the coaster without the comfort of 
blankets or pillows}. When no winner 
emerged by Sept. 8, the five remaining 
riders, Cromer included, were each handed a 
$10,000 check and an all-expenses paid trip 
for two to Hawaii. The marathon ended after 
18,151 laps on the wooden coaster . 
?arl/ny 
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